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SUPPORT DATA FOR NASA CONVAIR 990
METEOROLOGICAL FLIGHT III
INTRODUCTION
This document is published in support of the Convair 990 Meteoro-
logical Flight III which consisted of ten flights: the first on June 5,
1968, and the last on June 21, 1968. Eight of these flights were flown
from Moffett Field, California; the other two (numbers 5 and 6) were
flown from Tulsa, Oklahoma. The reader will find that the book consists
of seven sections: A Brief Coverage of the Flights, Summary of Experi-
ments, Summary of Photographic Coverage, Summary of Housekeeping Opera-
tions, Time Comparisons for Flight #1, Time Record of the Aircraft En-
vironment, and Maps of the Flight Track.
The flights were directed and coordinated by William Nordberg,
William Bandeen, and expedition coordinator Earl Petersen. Experiment
coordinator was Hai-old Reed. The following experiments and Principal
Investigators were aboard:
1. MRIR - Barbara A. Sparkman
2. Hygrometer - Ernest Hilsenrath
3. Filter Wedge Spectrometer - William R. Callahan
4. Microwave Radiometer - Brice W. Miller
5. Sky I.R. Radiometer - Peter M. Kuhn
6. Atmospheric CO2 and 03 Sampling - Thomas B. Harris
7. Atmospheric Electricity - Heinz W. Kasemir
8. Cloud-Top Altitude Radiometer - David Q. Wark
9. Solar Multi-channel Radiometer - Erick G. Laue
10. Angstrom Compensation Pyrhel •iometer - Andrew J. Drummond and
John R. Hickey
11. Aerosol Sampling - William E. Marlatt
12. Flight Environment Data and Visual Observation - W. E. Marlatt
13. Cloud and Terrain Photography - William A. Melliar and
Emerson N. Shaw
iv
The photographic coverage was conducted by William A. Melliar and
Emerson N. Shaw. It consisted of six recording instrumentation cameras:
1. A 35 mm starboard side (10° upward tilt) with Aero Ektachrome
film
2. A 35 mm port side camera (10° upward tilt) with Aero Ektachrome
film
3. A 35 mm upward-looking camera with high speed infrared black
and white film
4. A 35 mm camera photographing the navigator's panel
5. A 35 mm downward camera with high :peed infrared color film
6. A 70 -T downward camera with medium speed Ektachrome color film
All cameras were set to take one picture per second for the first
five minutes of flight or until an altitude of 10,000' was reached. At
this time the cameras were programmed for one picture every 10 seconds
and were continued at this rate until descent for tour'	 _ when they
were again set for one picture every second. The per-romance of each
camera on particular flights is described in the Summary of Photo-
graphic Coverage.
The section; Time Comparisons for Flight #1, simply correlates the
navigator's clock (WWV) with the time code generator. This was neces-
sary because the times given for the navigator's fixes on the maps are
according to the navigator's clock. However, the investigators were
coordinating experiments with the time code generator which was gaining
time. The time code generator was reset at 2325:002.
The table, Time Record of the Aircraft Environment, includes infor-
mation concerning altitude, air temperature, ma gnetic heading, air speed,
ground speed, ano drift angle. This information was obtained from
pictures of the navigation panel and is provided once every minute with
the exception of the data over the Salton Sea. This data (from flights
one and two) is provided once every ten seconds for the duration of
time that the 990 was in the Salton Sea area. In this same table notes
pertaining to location, terrain and cloud cover, and general comments
are also provided. Many of these notes were taken from an observer's
v
notebook. Others were provided by experimenters notes, particularly
cloud notes which were provided primarily by Dr. Kuhn. Much of the
terrain information was taken from pictures from the 70 mm downward
camera with the exception of flight #1 on which the pictures were over-
exposed and flight #8 -- there were no pictures from 2042 until touchdown.
Also, the pictures on flight #10 were of little help because of clouds.
The last section of the document, Maps of the Flight Track, was
reconstructed principally from the downward pictures with assistance
from information on the navigation panel, the navigator's map and
log book, and an observer's notes. The navigator's map and log book
were used to locate fixes used during the flight. The most difficult
task was the correlation of the information from the maps and that from
the notes. This was due to needed flexibility in the scheduled flight.
The ground pictures were a primary source of information for solving
discrepancies.
Many of the flights covered a large expanse of territory, making
it necessary to either reduce the map size or divide the map into several
sections. In the end it was decided to divide the maps and photograph
each section in actual size. This facilitates use of the terrain
features on the map. The flight sections are labeled according to
flight number and section number (A, 8, C, or D). Location and time
checkpoints are designated on each flight track. In flights in which
it was necessary to use different scale maps for certain sections of the
flight track, the reader is directed from each map to the next in
sequence. Concerning specific terrain features, the reader will need to
consult the notes.
It should also be noted that on flights 7 and 8 the ATS-1 satellite
was taking pictures which will be coordinated with the work of the 990.
These pictures were taken once every twenty minutes.
There are several other factors which should be noted by the reader.
First, the outside temperature probe on the aircraft never did function
correctly. Consequently, all temperatures provided in the Time Record
of the Aircraft Environment were read from the pictures taken from the
vi
navigation panel. Secondly, the reader should note that on f l ights over
the ocean, in several places there are no readings for ground speed or
drift angle. The reason for this is that the doppler system does not
work over calm ocean (ground wind speed less than three knots).
There are a few symbols or expressions in Time Record of the Air-
craft Environment which should be explained. The expressions below are
only examples and will have to be applied to particular cases:
a/c	 -- aircraft
water/land -- crossing a specific border: from water to land
2 o'clock	 -- all reference to "o'clock" concerns bearing
from the aircraft
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W W y T C G W W y T C G W W y T	 C	 G
-
2115:41 2115:47 2200:38 2201:16 2244:35 2247:07
2116:41 2116:47 2201:37 2202:15 2245:34 2248:06
2117:41 2117:47 2202:36 2203:14 2246:33 2249:05
2118:35 2118:47 2203:31 2204:12 2247:31 2250:03
2119:35 2119:47 2204:30 2205:11 2248:30 2251:02
2120:31 2120:47 2205:28 2206:10 2249:29 2252:01
2121:34 2121:49 2206:27 2207:09 2250:28 2253:00
2122:27 2122:42 2207:26 2208:08 2251:27 2253:59
2123:26 2123:41 2208:25 2209:07 2252:36 2255:08
2124:34 2124:50 2209:38 2210:16 2253:35 2256:07
2125:33 2125:49 2210:37 2211:15 2254:34 2257:06
2126:32 2126:48 2211:36 2212:14 2255:33 2258:05
2127:31 2127:47 2212:31 2213:12 2256:31 2259:03
2128:30 2128:46 2213:29 2214:15 2257:30 2300:02
2129:38 2129:54 2214:28 2215:16 2258:39 2301:11
2130:37 2130:53 2215:27 2216:17 2259:37 2302:10
2131:36 2131:52 2216:26 2217:28 2300:37 2303:09
2132:35 2132:51 2217:20 2218:43 2301:36 2304:08
2133:44 2134:00 2218:05 2219:38 2302:35 2305:07
2134:52 2135:08 2218:53 2220:33 2303:34 2306:06
2135:51 2136:07 2219:52 2221:38 2304:32 2307:05
2136:50 2137:06 2220:51 2222:37 2305:31 2308:03
2137:49 2138:05 2221:50 2223:42 2306:30 2309:02
2138:48 2139:06 2222:48 2224:41 2307:29 2310:01
2139:47 2140:05 2223:47 2225:40 2308:28 2311:00
2140:46 2141:04 2224:46 2226:41 2309:27 2311:59
2141:45 2142:09 2225:46 2227:48 2310:26 2312:58
2142:34 2143:08 2226:45 2228:49 2311:35 2314:07
2143:23 2144:05 2227:43 2229:51 2312:34 2315:06
2144:22 2145:04 2228:42 2230:52 2313:33 2316:05
2145:21 2146:03 2229:41 223:53 2314:31 2317:03
2146:29 2147:11 2230:40 2232:54 2315:30 2318:02
2147:28 2148:10 2231:39 2233:55 2316:29 2319:01
2148:27 2149:09 2232:38 2235:00 2317:28 2320:00
2149:26 2150:08 2233:36 2236:01 2318:27 2320:59
2153:25 2151:07 2234:36 2237:02 2319:26 2321:58
2151:34 2152:16 2235:45 2238:15 2320:25 2322:57
2152:33 2153:15 2236:43 2239:13 2321:34 2324:06
2153:32 2154:14 2237:43 2240:12 2322:32 2325:05
2154:31 2155:13 2238:41 2241:11 2323:31 2326:03
2155:29 2156:11 2239:50 2242:22 2325:01** 2325:01
2156:28 2157:10 2240:54 2243:21
2157:37 2158:19 2241:48 2244:20 TIME CODE RESET HERE
2158:36 2159:18 2242:47 2245:19
2159:35 2200:17 2243:46 2246:18
xv i i
W W v T C G W W v T C G W W y T C G
2326:00 2326:00 0014:05 0014:06 0057:52 0057:59
2326:59 2326:59 0015:04 0015:05 0058:51 0058:58
2327:56 2327:57 0016:03 0016:04 0059:50 0059:57
2328:55 2328:56 0017:02 0017:03 0100:49 0100:56
2329:54 2329:55 0018:01 0018:02 0101:58 0102:07
2330:53 2330:54 0018:59 0019:00 0102:57 0103:06
2331:52 2331:53 0019:58 0019:59 0103:56 0104:05
2333:01 2333:02 0021:07 0021:08 0104:55 0105:04
2334:00 2334:01 0022:06 0022:07 0105:53 0106:02
2335:59 2335:00 0023:05 0023:06 0106:52 0107:01
2335:58 2335:59 0024:04 002.4:05 0107:51 0108:06
2336:56 2336:57 0025:03 0025:04 0108:50 0109:09
2337:55 2337:56 0026:02 0026:03 0109:49 0110:10
2339:04 2339:05 0027:01 0027:02 0110:48 0111:11
2340:03 2340:04 0028:00 0028:01 0111:47 0112:12
2341:02 2341:03 0028:58 0028:59 0112:36 0113:.07
2342:01 2342:02 0029:57 0029:58 0113:35 0114::06
2343:00 2343:01 0030:56 0030:57 0114:34 0115:07
234"• • 59 2344:00 0031:29 0031:30 0115:33 0116:06
2344._7 2344:59 0037:13 0037:14 0116:22 0116:57
2345 • .5 2345:57 0037:26 0037:27 0117:21 0118:04
2?°	 j5 2346:56 0038:02 0038:03 0118:11 0118:59
x:04 2348:05 0038:59 0039:00 0119:09 0120:04
9:03 2349:04 0039:59 0040:00 0119:58 0120:55
_350:02 2350:03 0040:59 0041:00 0120:57 0121:56
2351:01 2351:02 0042:00 0042:01 0121:56 0123.01
2352:00 2352:01 0043:00 0043:01 0122:55 012.4:02
2352:59 2353:00 0044:00 0044:01 0123:54 0125:02
2353:58 2353:59 0045:00 0045:01 0124:52 0126:03
2354:56 2354:57 0046:00 0046:01 0125:51 0127:02
2356:05 2356:06 0047:00 0047:01 0126:50 0128:01
2357:04 2357:05 0048:00 0048:01 0127:49 0129:04
2358:03 2358:04 0048:59 0049:00 0128:48 0130:05
2359:02 2359:03 0049:59 0050:00 0129:47 0131:10
0000:01 0000:02 0050:59 0051:00 0130:46 0132:11
0000:59 0001:00 0051:59 0052:00 0131:45 0133:22
0001:58 0001:59 0052:35 0052:37 0132:44 0134:33
0002:57 OOOi:58 0052:36 0052:39 0133:43 0135:32
0003:56 0003:57 0052:42 0052:45 0134:42 0136:34
0004:55 0004:56 0052:57 0053:00 0135:11 0137:08
0006:04 0006:05 0053:15 0053:20 0136:10 0138:11
0007:03 0007:04 0053:25 0053:30 0136:59 0139:08
0008:02 0008:03 0053.38 0053:45 0137:58 0140:07
0009:11 0009:11 0053:56 0054:03 0138:57 0141:10
0010:09 0010:10 0054:23 0054:30 0139:56 0142:17
0011:08 0011:09 0054:53 0055:00 0140:55 0143:18
0012:07 0012:08 0055:53 0056:00 0141:54 0144:20
0013:06 0013:07 0056:53 0057:00 0142:52 0145:23
xviii





































LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS





2116:00 .1 •19 722 1% 0 sky Is overcast
2116:22 ---- ----
-----
---- .--- Lift off
2117:00 .6 •15 J2b 197
2118:00 1.6 sll 119 268
2119: 1,75 127 287 2 L 2 s	 RM of San
212000 7.1 •10 131 298 2 R
2121:00 3.8 •9 129 3Qo _ 310 1	 R Cu tops - 4.SK	 C1 above
122:03 6.5 •6 118 ps 355 1
2123:02 8.8 N 40 m 360
_
xattered clouds bel-. • W. CI  above
'^
1124:01 11.7 •2 121 345 1	 N
q	 caarra tto
working
2125:00 14.1 -6 367 2 L Focus T Y Boni tar
2125:59 15.65 -9 729 355 387 4 L
2116:58 16.65 1 072 1380 1	 R Lake to the left	 Scat. Cu	 OA,
2127:57 18.35 -10 071 385 429 2 R
2128:55 19.7 .15 065 400 435 7 q I Solid cloud deck below
2130:04 21.1 -10 062 418 476




2131:03 20,55 069 460 496 2
213;:02 18.6 -15 445 480 0 4"1'" 
es	 rcsna
2133:01 15.5 -11 073 460 488
Descend	 ctops a t 14,5K
Thin stratus balm
2134:00 15.27 •9 077 410 433 1	 L
2134.59
213530
16.7 -10 079 125
435
456 0 gAc.IpCu I Kuhn readinghi
18.1 -17 462
2136:56 19.45 -15 095 450 488 Over Fresco YORTAC Turnip to bpin 2nd1p
2138:05 21.5 -17 137 1 465 S L Cloud deck below
2138:56 22.5 -20 057 445 479 3 R
as differential
Clock 1s 20 seconds
t	 T
2140:05 23.4 -23 318 460 431 4 R
Stratus deck bel a
As far holes	 Or above
2111:04 23.5 -25 263 4110 440 1	 R very thin cirrus
2111:59 -21 236 475 113
q n n es o sewn	 p
fro. Fresno to Los Was legInning of 2nd 1
2142:58 23.44 246 435 7 L
2141:05 2" 438 2





180 439 1 W if way through grid 1 Thin As
des	 or	 .	 o
250
246 447 0 M side of the valley
o s arcrca
As west bank	 rolled tops :	 Fields below
2148:01 1	 c crossed . -.li ridg.
ac	 s 7. sewn
behind
2118:59 21.46 -23 480 438 2 L Over Los Banos yOR End of 2nd 1
2149:58 -24 216 475 443 Hole in clouds
TCO
Nov, Clock 2149:17
150:0 23.42 -23 221 470 435 3 r aoo	 d hills
21S1:56 27.78 -23 322 465 426 14 R
2153:05 27.5 1	 -24 059 455 490 3 A Levelingover Los Ba	 YOA
2154.34 23.17 -23 081 05 509 1	 It
Over a cane
Th in As P
n 
top Cu
nn ny of	 r
id
2155:0: 23.1 .24 000 1 503 0 Fw Cu
2156:02 470 506
2157:00 509
2157.59 23.18 440 470
s w	 n	 or
N1cror
2158:58 23.45 42 395 424 1	 R
2159:57 23.44 083 355 387
"'
2200:66 27.40 . 24 086 3110 0 _
asp • nq'TFTrT-
le
Few bands Thin Ac _
26 087 387 0
pear C1
10#9' 1200 1 nFres	 '.ilea
,41
-25 7 5 386 1 Thincl	 k belffO4
27.12 O>0 751 371 5 P
a	 ap n up
to tottpoint nad
tobe corr%ted b 2































21 Ui -s b I	 L 0 AC
Farmland
2213;03 -26 233 J75 331 1 1








1L.12215:55 146 369 392 —5L ..,.I Air Station !red of L" 14
221 6:0] 129 366 389 5 1
2217:02 23.45 10; 360 399 2 L
2218:01. 23.4 -24 125 359 391 J_ L sktoj 0air
2216:57 3% 390 7 L
2220:02 350 395 9 L "ecdIn	 for Bakersfield
ZZ20:59 -21 133 391 11	 L_
2221:58
-20 394 1 2 1
2222:59 23.45 13S 364 m Pla 0 *loft
2224:02
---
139 369 395 13 L 15 -1 from Bakersfield Few widely (DAC mim.j.t "'ordl.0CHI and ChV_
2225:01 -19 148 3 60 385 Over Plikerif old VON
2225;59 23.46 37C 391
scattemid clouds to the left







L-.r Baktriifield Farmlmd Ed of log fS
2227:57 23 * 77 .18 207 3 72 ?92 10 L
2228:3C
2228:58 73.49 170 362 337 1 3 L
2230:01 069 360 441 2 L 0", Baktrlf0ld '.OR 70 IL	 not a6rlL1m -
2231:02 23.45 327 351 341 14 R
2232;06 ?3.43 28S 354D 984 IZ R
2233:04 23.44 286 — 275 10 R Wit Ito P6
2233:55 23645 35 1 200 11	 R
2235 : 00 23 . 46 -19 285 359 283 Isolated Cu; Cl,. & loft No "rosol sesyl i.0
2236;01 23AS -18 286 )64 291
2237:02 2v 362 289 12 R
2238:06 -19 206 365 288 10 R
2239:04
-20 376 301 12 R mootal.1 to a., left
22 40:03 =zl 285 290 10 R No OW's
22 4 1:01
-22 375 303 a R Microwave records M
cold jottems
1242:02 _
-?l -Lai 7 R
2?4L^_ -22 292 172 _309_ 3 R
2244:00 -24 29(? 7 18 6 R Near Tulare Dry Lake gDthi. A-c 0 Cu End o1 le
	
f6





23.48 -2-4 329 392 357 5 R (Southernpart o f va lley I
free of c I ouo.)
Strong .,t wind
2600 at 90 knots----




14'. 385 392 5 L 3"4 1*2 #7




_ IP 409 8 L
2241 :02 23.53 -21 135 37b 408 11	 1
2252 : 0 1 23.54
-20 143 12 799 12	 L
2253:00 148 371 393 14 L Right-W.vltirstod fields
kqf%-Planted field.
2253:59
'49 372 390 L_13 W. ^dge of cultivated field,
-Lb 769 ^382 L-14
361
-
3W -- 15^_- CuW
225/: 06 .11 150 360 376 4 i Over be— field,
_-
End of final	 log
Ib 148 363 377 13
2259:03 23.56 14 372 378 -
2 300:02 Z: 442 -71.
W-u L _092_ 100 473
2 302 :00 098 41
,-:59 429 496 8 L Over wooded mountains
Dose•t to the riot
2303.5E
-'e 091 44 5C1 7	 L



























TERRAIN- CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
7,G still	 gairing
wino is 40 Zyover
Z32i:^ g 23.54
121 390 6 Have LOAUCted 12X
^23 : -.1 316	 — - 5^ike wisitle in cotral ImW,! 1,11.,
r2_X says sod bl^-
v-
_E of sod c1v s Clear aloft
2335:5^ :53 2EC 296





























LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOW COMER GOINIIENiS
2354:57 23.80 -16 240 370 311 0
2355:07 ---- ---- 249 _--- ---- _-__
2355:56 23. 7U -I1 360 306 2 R Nd Y elan	 canal
2357:05 23.68 305
2758:04 -16 243 365 309 10 Over Mexicali





23.68 370 711 1	 R
0001:59 23.66 25D 368 306 2 R
0002:58 -17 258 360 298 3 R 1. a,d at of C1rrYa
0003:57 23.72 259 302
0004:27 ---- ---- 271 ---- ---- ---- Mt., far left
0004:56 23.63 -16 324 370 357 5 R
0006:05 23.72 068 365 410 2 L
turn
Naxicali
0007:04 23.65 074 370 408
0008:03 23.64 102 394 5 L eouunlary of dust runs M i S o
	 : u
Still in 1800 turn
0009:02 23.70 -17 111 397 6 L
0009:31 126
0010:00 23.66 -17 117 373 396 5 L
0010:59 23.35 -15- 320 365 349 5 R
0011:19 ---- ---- 280 ---- ---- ---- Cloud deck far left
0011:58 23.67 -15 339 340 344 110 R hear El Centro
0012:57 23.65 338 334 8 R
0013:56 23.67 -16 335 347 Bands of C1
0015:05 23.70 336 350 357 9 R
0016:04 3J5 360 366 8 R
0016:33 23.68 336 368
0017:03 23.58 -15 320 x55 330
0017:12 23.32 -16 307 333 9 R
0017:22 2J 00 291 353 316 8 R
0017:32 22.66 289 352 308 10 R
0017:42 22.28 -15 284 306 8 R
0017:52 21.90 273 353 304 6 R
0018:02 21.18 -14 262 360 306 4
0018:11 20.46 -13 251 370 307 3 R
0018:21 19.68 - 1 2 249 39D 315 2 R
0018:31	 18.91 -11 250 390 329 1
0018:41 18.00 -10 249 395 337 1	 R
_
0018:51 17.18 -7 400 345 3 R
0019:00 16.36 -4 255 403 350 3 R
0019:10 1 5.56 -3 264 355 4 R
0019:20 14.7 7 -1 271 396 362 5 R
9019:30 14.00 286 390 365
0019:40
0019:50
130:8 0 291 387 368
12:79 .1 285 363
0019:59 12.31 .2 380 359
0010:09 11.78 1	 .4 378 353 1000 fat9
0020:19 11.36 370 356
0020:29 10.95 365 344 6 R
0020:39 10.50 .5 292 360 346 5 R
0020:48 10.10 .8 291 333
0020:58 9.75 .9 355 327 Over Salton Sea L	 d rater
0021:08 9.76 192 356 324 Over water
0021:18 900 291 350 320
0021:28 8.66 .10 340 314
0021:35
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
























4 - - -
384
273











 _6.95 213 2L 3






0023 CE 5. 2 145 293 1
0023:16 4.68 '15 125 306
002 3:26 412 •1 6
 -0 300 Rd 1 L
0023 :35 3.71 -13 110 3 09 31 2 4 L in heavy dust Level	 flight
0023:45 3.45 -19 Ill 305 310 1	 L
)02 3:55 3.29 --+ZQ 710 296 300 0
0024:05 3. 16 111 290 288 3 L
0024:15
0024:25
3.08 i09 293 0
2.99 !20. 5 1 270 291
0024:34 2.75 -21 1	 110 272 273 3 L
0024:4d 2 * 54 109 266 271 1 1	 L
0024:54 2. 1 65 288 4 L
Out of major dust-Whife
-cais-7=9 pe;-p-.n.
di:.Iar to shore wind-wind a.ti..ted 35knot ,
0025:04 .0_^ 4 -2 2 J2l., 260 272 2 L
0025:14 1.78 a23 100 1 2 55 265 1	 L
0025:23 1055 +24
_ 101 2 55 28d 5




1.05 +24 102 250 264 4 L
0025:53 0.95 106 248 278 6 L











,026:32 0.59 265 287
0026:42 0o54 +24 107 270 306 8 L
108
- 6 L
0027:02 0.49 -25 265 274 7 L
0027:11 0.48 107 258 271 5 L
0027:21 1 260 267 6 L
0027:31 108 273




0028: 01 0.46 109 260 271	 1 10 L	 l Crossed SE shore Salton Sea Water/land
CO28:IC 0456 1 1013 25 0 VS l i 	 L
0028:20 0q58 +26 107 243 266
0028-30 0.62 Ill 240 266 4 L
00 28_ ±0 0465 257 6 L
0028:50 0078 42L 117 235 246
0028:59 0191 ilS .258 L
-8
0029:09 1.1 117 225 241
0029:19 1.25 1 ;6 263 13 L







1 240 262 10 L
J029 :58 1.69
'1,
245 287 6 L
D,,r green fi.ld-Cir- &	 A, over. ea
00 30 08 1 * 70 256 5 L r ,er sand-Corin g int o dense dust
003018 1.72 266 308 6 L
003C:28 -23 270 31, 9	 1
QQ-N- ---- 117













































1.88 280 315 5 L
Over surd dunes	 dsse dust






----- ---- t1	 aver s	 [I	 126 is
10 piles f- earlins	 -
Wind velocity 46 knots
Fil. cha234 .24 117 275 292 1 L
0037:11 2.32 1 270 3 L
0031:27 275 300
0037:30 2-34 1 299 2 L
0038:01 2638 126 280 307 1	 8 Bear	 4us:
0038:10 142 275 309 1 L
0038:20 2.43 159 270 297 6 L
0038:30 2.46 175 265 282 9 L
0038:40 2.5 196 267 4 L
003850 224 251 5 L
0039:00 249 270 236 7 L Crossi	 canal-visibility	 r
0039:10 235 5 L
0039:20 252 234 4 L
0039:30 255 268 Z29 5 L
0039:40 2.52 .23 256 270 238 4 L
0039:50 2.53 230
0040:00 2.54 265 228 2 L
a	 to	 e
Over	 toted lend.	 opiind to fare
0040:10 260 230 5 L
0040:20 276 232 3 L
0040:30 1.52 255 282 240 4 L
0040:40 2.47 .24 253 285 251 3 L
0040:50 2.44 254 289 250 5 L
0041:00 2.45 256 245 Parallel to canal Still in dust
0041:10 2.48 255 280 235 3
0041;20 2.52 241 6
0041:30 2.50 281 246 2 L
0041:40 2.60 252 275 1248 7
0041:50 2.61 .25 248 27' 253
0042:00 2.63 242 274 5 L Ve	 dense dust
0042:10 .24.5 280 2 L
0042:21 2.59 .25 250
0042:31 2.56 .24.5 247 254 5 L Parallel to coal V ry
0042:40 2.48 256 290 252 1	 L
0042:50 2.42 .24 258 291 254
0'	 3:00 2.39 292 2 L
0043:10 2.38 259 291 1 11	 L











OC44:10 .23.5 1	 251 3 L

















2.31 .25 247 0



























LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMcNTS
00 45:40 2.10 +2 6 251 285 234 1	 L
0045:50 ^_.04 289 240 2 L Over harvested field
0046:00 2.J3 .21 258 285 242
0146:10 2.06 +25 256 282 240 4R
0046:20 2.20 •26 307 260 241 3 P
0046:30 2.30 320 270 5 R
0046:40 2.37 +25 335 266 238 2 R
0046:50 2.42 1 .:6 258 251 10 R Reading directl y for Salton S Over land
0047:01 2.43 331 251 246 7 P
)047:10 2.39 +26 311 250 233 8 R
0047:20 2.34 +25 294 260 227
0047:30 2.29 282 6
0047:40 2.27 274 270 4 R
0047:50 2.24 +24 277 237 3 R
0048:00 2.19 +23 278 284 244 2 R
turn
cali	 to El	 Centrof
0048:10 2.08 +24 301 291 255 5 R
0048:20 2.02 +23 321 295 271 9 R
0048:30 +24 336 294 276 7 R
0048:40 2.04 290 185 8 R Over ma or h1 hwa
	 intersect
0048:51 2.12 294 297 11 R




R E1	 _entro to left
0049:10 2.28 336 284 265 8 R
0049:20 2.31 342 280 274 10 R
0049:30 +25 337 272 273 Over land
0049:46 2.29 333 277 271 13 R
0049:50 329 284 265 10 R
0050:00 +24 331 286 270 7 R Very hazy
0050:10 2.30 330 290 271 9 R
0050:20 2.31 329 285 8 R
0050:30 2.26 332 289 275 7 R
0050:40 2.21 334 300 287 9 R
0050:50 335 303 286 6 R
0051:00 336 300 285 North of Brawle
0051:11 1	 +04.5 302 286
0051:20 2.22 +24 335 306 278 7 R
0051:30 2.25 +22.5 305 277 5 R
0051:40 2.26 +24 336 299 280
0051:50 2.25 +23.5 337 300 276 4 R
0052:00 2.22 +23 299 277 5 R Cumin	 to Salton Sea Oder thick cirrus layer
0052:10 2.17	 1 +24 338 288 283 7 R
0052:20 2610 337 289 286
0052 :30 LO +23 335 284 290 3 R
0052:40 1.97 +23.5 330 286 288 5 R
0052:50 1.91 333 288 271
0053:00 1.85 +24 332 270 6 R Thick cirru s
0053:11 +25 333 276 281 5 R
0053:20 +24.5 332 279 283 7	 R
0053:30 1.86 275 286
0053:40 1.87	 1 275 290 9 R
0053:50 1.90 +25 328 270 272 2 R





303 302 262 8 R
291 311 284 5 N
11054:30 3,26
_





























LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOW COVER COMMENTS
0055:10 5.67 +20 285 305 271 2A
0055:20
0055:30
6.32 +19 284 306
]00
274
2736.85 283 R Mountains to left Oust-6 to 7 K
0055:40 7.18 285 297 278 5 R
0055:50 7.45 288 300 285
0056:00 7.73 .18 289 306 291 4 R
-
0056:09 8.11 H6 287 321 295 5 R
0056:20 8.60 +15 286 315 299
0056:30 8.94 287 316 301
0056:40 9.35 +13 1 328 307 6 R
0056:51 9.79 +12 288 336 310 5 R
0057:00 10.27 289 339 30B 6 R Over dust lover again
0057:10 10.15 292 338 307 5 R
0057:20 11.25 294 332 308 6 R
0057:30 11.74 +II 330 307 7 R
0057:40 12.20 +9 336 306 6 R
0057:50 12.71 334 305 7 R
57:59 13.14 +10 295 332 304 6 R Ci- above
0058:09 13.60 +9 0058:12 over desert dust
0058:19 13.94 +1 331 306 7 R
0058:29 14.37 +6 295 335 309 6 R
OOSE:39 14.68 294 341 313 7 R
0058:49 14.90 293 344 319
0058:58 15.13 +5 2% 355 125
Yinana at
3 o . clock off R win Oust blowing froe toon called Moron.
0059:08 15.34 +4 294 364 331 6 R
_
0059:18 15.52 +3 367 336 5 R
0059:28 I5.?l +1 214 370 326
OG59:38 15.90 256 377 320 3 R
0059:4; 16.40 236 378 315 0
0059:57 16.89 0 219 3 L RY shore of Salton See Mater/land
0100:07 17.57 377 316 6 L Land/rater of0Sa1^ 
nSea s on
0100:17 18.22 369 318





0100:46 19.68 369 10 L
0100:56 19.88 366 387 Dense $c aloft
0101:06 19.90
-6 370 8 L Over Salton Sea Over heaviest dust
0101:16 19.92 120 31B 390
0101:26 19.95 382 395 7 L
0101:35 20.15 -8 385 401 E L
0101:45 20.25 119 391 405 7 L
0101:55 20.30 4 116 396 407
0102:07
0102:17
20.40 -8 400 C14 Over Salton Sea Cl imbf
20.51 402 418 6 L
0102:27 20.65 -10 119 404 424 7 L
0102:36 20.83 . 9 118	 1
_
408




Cl i eb i n g21.87 408 424_
-	
-
0103:16 22.30 -11 422
0103:25 22.78 -12 404 418







426 5 L E shore of Salton Sea
Yater/land



















































23.6b -16 299 455
447
417 8 p








ull];Gl -15 414 380 Dense Ci overhead, some Cu Slowing d-
0112:02 23.68 379 349 10 R On leg on W Ode . of Indio Thin Ci aloft _
0112:57 23.62 302 385 352
0113:56 296 384 349
0114:57 23.62 -16 312 380 Over Palm spr i n gs YOR
0115:56 23.67 314 375 11	 P Cloud deck 
to 
left
0116,57 23.68 313 364 12 R
0118:04 -17 379 367
1
=
s till l eg W sTre-OTI'd I 
o. Heading for
Moffett
0118:59 23.64 -16 312 315 60_L _ 13 R lClouds to left
0120:04 23.65 310 369 354 12 R i Haze below ,	 isolated Cu
0120:55 -17 313 400 386 10 R
0121:56 23.69 -18 257 434 352 4 R
0123;01 23.65 266 445 370 6 R Very hazy, c louds left
0124:02 23.67 1 450 1 374
0125:02 376
S i m,	 17 o=ny F-a	 Zas
ravers. direction
A26:03 264 451 7 R
0127:02 262 452 375
0128:01 23466 257 450 367
0129:04 260
0129:55 262 375 7 R
0131:00 264 368 6 R Clear aloft
0131:59 266 447 367 Just past Lancaster
9132:58 265 371
0133:59 450 373 5 R
0135:02 451
0136:01 452
0136:56 23.67 451 375 Over (DCu or At
0137:59 23.67 271 415 381
0138:58 272 385 6 R Just about at Gorman
0139:57 271 460 376 Clear aloft
0141:00
0142:58
1 373 4 R From Bakersfield VOR 188o,123mi
-20 276 459 374 6 R
0143:57 23.63 301 1 464 1 386
0145:04 23.65 317 450 409
: 5 R
0145:59 -21 315 411
0147:02 460 419 4 R Ove r Ac dock; towers
0148:01 462 429 Cloud to 	 13.2K
0149:00 22.46 -20 440 396
0149:58 16.39 -12 310 460 418 5 R No Ci; Cu tops 15K
0150:57 13.05 -5 306 411 376 2 R I. Cu l ower
0151;56 15.23 -7 308 391 344 1	 R
0152:55 17.24 -10 307 400 362 3 A Tat, hole in clouds
0154:05 18.89 -12 302 428 382




0157:01 23.31 -21 00 1	 R
0168:00 23.75 -22 397 Over 0 As
0158;59 ---- -24 ----
0203:00 ----
.... ---- ---- .... ---- Clouds below
0200:47-Fil ip no
longer readable
0205 , 00 23.00 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
T,wo cloud layers below.

























LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
01_0_6* 16 00 -II — --- ---—




0208:00 ---- ---- --- — ---- ---- ---- Alvk^ ClWdS,	 I2K
Wrtg tow on
cloud dock
9_209:010 ---- ---- ---- ---- jowr cloud 5.K solid
0210 :00 ---- ---- .... ....
---- ----
0213:00 5 .6 .... .... ---- ---- 12 .1. SE of Hoffitt clwd dm*
—
1.8 .... .... I .... ---- ---- 191tom of OW. doc k
Q216:00 ---- - ---- ..... .... — - .... z---- i alln fro. tom&Ao r dm
0219:35 ---- .... .... .... ---- ---- Tood
10


















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
1748:00 No c louds, scale haze $tart en	 1M. _g_..	 s	 _Z
1758:00





+24 __ 326 -_
& in taxi _._.
Lift off_0.6
199 0 No clouds, Halt_
Hoffett Field
1814:00 1.75 +19 326 207 0 Over the San Francisco Say
1815:00 2.80 +16 100 270 260 2 P Windows Checked
1816:00 1.50 +11 790 285 1	 R
1817:00 4.91 +13 1- 296 306 3 R Few Cu-Hills iwydiately to the East Level flight
1818:00 151 272 287 0 Over San Jose
1819:00 135 265 279 1	 R
_
Very few scattered clouds to our left
Navy p aM toOur
left
1820:00 120 274 289 2 R
_
Clear belw, OCu
1821:00 +12 121 290 301 3 R
12:00 300 306 Rich orchards to the West 	 drier land ahead
1924:04 126 290 300 1	 R Over Hollister Scattered Cu Chan	 Caaaln rate
1825:03 060 280 277 5 P IDAc rt. win
n	 eq
Ya11San Jo	 in	 e





1827:01 .12 270 274 4 R (PCu rt. win
1828:00
1828: 58
075 285 279 3 R Crossed ocuntains	 t000ring Cu3F
Dim,ciermling
1K
3.87 +13 079 298 295 1	 P Barren land to our left
1829:51 2.16 +I8 072 300 291 3 P Hazy, clear above
12:x:56 1.34 +20 065 275 275 Crossed Canal	 CalifAqueduct)
1832:05 I.a +21 069 265 254 No clouds, soar haze
1832:00	 Flooded rice field
1832:20	 Heavy green
1832:40	 Ban- land
1833:04 1.35 +20 074 256 267 1	 R
PI-d fields
1833:15	 Harvested	 1833:20 Rice fields
1834:03 1.25 072 270 265 3 R T-Ing Cu Start cliao
1835:02 2.60 .19 075 260 256 1	 R 1835:20	 No vegetetiCan
1836:01 3.65 +15 076 173 2 R Clear above	 1836:00 barren
eve	 o	 -nav qa or
notes alt at 5.5K
1837:00 4.01 +14 070 280 277 1	 R
_
Ite, Y 	 an	 *14 a	 a	 SK
ds1837:20	 Gnen fieI.:
1
1837:59 +13 075 270 275 2 R
1838:57 074 267 1	 R Cultivated fields
1839:56 +11 070 2 R Cultivated	 but little ve etationi ver y haz
1841:05 071 276
resoo	 [
E	 edoe of SanJoaquin Valle M of le	 vl
1812704 +10 157 265 270
1843:03 +11 019 274 273
rR
Orchards Wow	 holy . few Cu
1844:02 265 280 267 Clear above ..,d bail. Be in	 1	 02
1445:01 4.02 243 269 Haze	 few Cu
1846:00
1846:59
4.01 +12 245 283 Barren land	 Isolated . Ac qff R wing . aloft
Vin ards
	
h... v	 e station
Altimeter on M0191-
tor'z panel is out240 270 257 0 P-11,ling San Joe	 in Rire
1847:58 265 256. 1	 L
1848:56 +13 242 255 Clear aloft
1950:05
1850:15
---- .... ""' """'
270
"""' -'-- Coming to Mendota
River a most	 ry on our	 e L
Barren fields,coded soil
av qa foZ-2-.7blocked 
+12 244 266 1	 L
1851:04 6.15 247 280 276 1	 0 1 Mendota to our left Tow rin g Cu
1852:03 ---- --° .... .... ...' '"- Cultivated fields Working on noviga.tor's	 1
7863:02 9.92 +4 248 320 3 L
_- OD 0	 ate	 ayT <r -
9.3K
1654:01 10.54 +2 244 335 326 ve station / desert
1855:00 10.55 +3 242 315 307 Los Banos YOR Barren hills	 I.-ri,g Cu
1865:59 : 40 •2 179 312 320
_
1	 l Cu to s below	 A/c End of lag e2
1856:57 10.30 .1 345 300 172 1	 R
1857.56 10.24 0 046 290 4 R Clear above
1859:05 I	 .57 +2 081 297 297 Desert /	 cultivation Begin le 	 03
1900:04 10.51 0 079 305 300 3 R Pia" Just above the hue layer























LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
1902:02 WAS •2 078 280 279 2 A Cu	 10.	 it
1907:01 10.5 077 260 261 l;rpulmd a river Fields of lost vWtation
1904,V 10.51 •1 076 267 270 Over Tranwility Mali, vt no clouds
1904:59 0 265 272
in c rms onWorlson at 10 o'clock







16K•1 271 3 R
--
1908:05 11.40 0 33S 329 2 R Fresno at 10 o'clock Plowed	 CmItIl.tad fields
:04 13.76 -2 S R Scattered Cu belp, at SK
_
1110:03 15.43 -6 090 355 358 3 R Br.gn Sc bel ow
1911:02 -7 8 335 Roll Cu • 'iv- red fit4t Orer 0 W
1912:01 4 976 325 19 ti





-7 148 300 2
i	 14:58 15.42
-6 026 295 213 R Wall m •
	 n	 n
Orchards and ;vltiveted fields, .5
1915:57 1$.36
-B 276 266 2 L C104r above
1917:05
1918:01
15.57 j	 232 298 2E9 3 L Broken stratus at SK,	 bq1W
15.53 -7 254 310 297 4 cu balm. Clear above






1920:02 236 303 297 4 L Culti,stagi fields, OU below. Clear aloft New golag 04
1921:01 12.52 4 2% 3 L Cu below
1922:00 15.50
_
290 286 3 l Over •hole 1. the clouds. •3 Cu, clear
Wore
p	 es
class of hole in
clouN
1922:59 15.52 243 285 279 4 L
1923:68 15.53 -8 242 200 212
1924:57 15.55 -9 243 290 290 5 L 1924:20 Laaso_m INS .1 Cu off Rt. wine, Clear above
1926:05 245 305 302 3 little re etattCultira	 fields
	 on




lley,e Calif AouldiCt Our Cu	 toosatlOK 	 light level 1
1928:03 15.53 4 241 318 310 uMing , 3 01. K	 of Coali nga
1929:02 16640 -10 126 335 343 0




1930:01 18.28 -12 047 330 319 5 R
Mr Center a
	 Y.
1930:25	 Over cultivated fields
1931:00 19.50 -15 Olt 322
1931:59 19.52 -16 046 335 328 2 R 2 cloud infers to our L at IOK and 201
1932:58 045 324 Our scattered Cu
193351 19.44 114 325 329 I	 R 1933:20	 Le w m RAS Over Scattered Cu to lea IS
1935:05 19.46 1390 330 337 0 Cultivated land	 arren land •	.6 Cu
1936:04 19.47 335 344 Center of Son jwquin Valle Our St.•
 W_j hate layers
1931:03 19.45 130 345 351 Ac 1a
	
r	 Cu bNow
1938:02 19.46 1 125	 1 350 354 1 R
1939:01
-15 357
1940:00 124 1 358 0
1940:59 19.44 -16 355 2 R
1941:58 9.45 Cu WNW at 10 o'clock	 5000' rift.
1942:57 -15 345 351
1943:56 19.43 122 349 3 R Barren lend
	 Scattered CioWS
1945:04 119 338 346 2 R Bakersfield VORTAC Our As solid
	 broken Ac 16K End of log 15
1946:03 19.44 036 25 310 3 R Solid Shield of stratus CloWt at ISK
1947:02 .16 321 31S 295 0
1948:01 19.45 .15 324 325 292 Over scattered clouds
1949:W 19.46 -16 330 302 Cu build up at 10 o'clxk:	 Dense ham
1949:59
195058
19.45 323 335 308 scattered SC: cultivated fields
. argi
filed314 1	 L
1951:57 324 340 316 0
_
Ac	 .7.	 ISK
1951:56 _ _ 715.
_










21.91 .20 355 , 339
340
Occasional Sc below
data:3,30 -22 326 360
7957:01 23,41 _ 324 370 346
,^_.__























































2007:09 23.13 111 350 751 _--_^-_-----_
_._--
001:03 23.44
-25. !15 361 362
2005:02 23.43 .26 146 371 317 No clouds, very hazy Beg1n climb
2006:01 23.86 144 39'1 402 1	 . NN of Bakersfield Maze layer. top 27K
2007:00 25.43 .27 m 142 785 2 L Naze layer to our L at our altitude





790 421 2 L Cultivated fields
28.15 -33 391 431 3 L






29091 -35 730 420 d	 -
474 2014:30-27 Mi SE of Bakersfld33.95 -3f 131 405
2015:01 32,27 .38 1 425 49;
3 L
-
3 l CrofsinR rauntaln, solid clouds below
2016:00 32.72 -40 126_ 435 5_01 -- 1	 L Broken Cu iz low; mountains / desert
2016:59 33.31 -4t 100 445 0 Near Niliow 5 Hn s
2017:58 33.18 069 455 4_95 6 R Thln Cl on horizon
2010:57 )), 10 085 $02 4 R 2018:45-Rosamond DrY Lake Cu Mve built u	 desert_over
2019:56 3),15 092 522 3 R Now over clouds





2023:02 41 1. 170 -_-^-'-^- T­,,i.g Cu
	 -' V
2024:01 33.08 -37 090 	 _ 390 460
2025:00 33.17 -38 444
y
_^--
2025:59 33.18 395 451 12 9 TCG and MN c in
2026:58 400 457 1	 R
027:57 -39 410 462 Soggy Dry Lake	 Y- Scattered Clouds Delve
2028:56 33.10 133 412 457 5 L T-ring Cu	 clear area ahead




2030:57 32.58 -38 116 440 496 4 L
2031:57 33.. 091	 1 430 485 0 Over clear area
	
heavy Cu ahead
2072:57 31.36	 1 098 410 $14 1	 L Tfte,i,.a Cu	 UPI 20K y03):25 -Raver on
2033:56 28.27 -34 178 470 5 L
IM	 r or
coordinateC
2034:56 25.00 -22 1% 441 419 8 L Broken As	 towe rl,g Cu Delcendi
2075:56 22.96 -23 478 407 4 L
Ai r traffic, diverted
fr n 6ri final track
2036:56 19098 -18 189 421 406 3 L Near Indio
acs on Around
track
2038:05 15.76 -12 091	 1 380 398 1	 L
039:05 14.98 -9 126 359 351 4;M&Ching Salton Su ToMtrino Cu to N8, thick haze
2040:05 12.41 -3 116 331 327
-
0	 1
2041:05 10.34 0 119 770 322 1	 L
_
2042:05 10.17 .1 116 6 267 0
_
Salton Sea to the Best Cu abort saewt Tevel as "D in this area --
2043:04 1:.20 0 235 254 2 L
_
2044:04 10.22 •1 110 268 179




2045 . 04 10.25 -2 117 261 268 3 L
2046:04 10.22 • 1 110 265	 1 270
2047:04 0.24 118 264 269 4 L T- fa Cu
2048:03 10.23 116 267 i
049:03 •2 117 270 272 3 L Over safedunes	 for scattered cl
2050:07 10.24 .3 271 215
2051:03 10.23 116 266 268
2052:07 .4 261 267 4 L
























LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS














.4 b4 262 0
---- ---- ---- At cloud base
2I00:00 10.1 ...• •• --- •.•. 5ktl$ of WWII* E.4 of 1@1 03
2106:00 ----
.
f" flat Cy 00 1 Be in Is 	 04
2!. 06d00 Soyth qf ^A l ip.trs 10!!Oo in is
2110:02 10. 12 3 1 SE shoe ef Se ltgn So. barren cultivated land, haz y
2111A 269 2 L Land s till cultivated Lot WS E 01
2111:54 •2 106 282
2112:58 •3 119	 1264 271 3 L Southern tip o f Sat tm Sea Broken favol a"
izx "ports sand.
Bonn !eq. 31!-W-W C
2117:58 19,11 111 259 269_
2114:58 10j6 - -2 112 ^LWL_ 272 3 .L
W far left
Broken foro:04-201vedetatim2g5ft see.
2115,;7 -4 114 1261 262
2116:57 -2 lie 1 260 2?1
Z117:57 10,14 1	 -3 112 269 Verattotim	 / ban desert
2118:57 H 13; 261 2" 2 L SE of Holtvills Airport
2119:57 200 284 263 Cossl.a Assarican Canal Towering Uat 3 Q 'cjKIL 10
2120: 56 10.15 266 2" 2" 0
2121:56 280 296
112: 56 10.19 261 )DO 269 111.1call	 to left
2123:9 10.14 -1 251 305 277 1	 R Haryeated fo•IVW. f- houses Cont. 1" 17
2125:05 10.16 -3 255 700 262 0
2126:05 10 * 13 267 295 261 / 4."It.R.Itivd^tsd j-,L • df- let #11
2127:05 10.14 -4 269 298 262
2128.A 10.16 -3 267 316 274 Mtn% to left Turb.1"t
2I29:05 10.11 -4 266 300 264 It^ 1 5 ku S Of Co	 to Mills
As/k or hiqh Sc West; lWi-vy
raw Cu over Mex i co End of Log 07
2130:04 10.12 341 320 296 5 R
.
2130:50-16.1 flift
2131;04 10.13 -4 059 272 1 285 3 0 earns, hilly terrain
1	 tyro K an	 of 07fnM 2129 .30--2136




10.13 080 249 271 1 R Flat cylti vated land
10.16 •3 249 263




075 250 261 1	 L SM of 1ope ri.1 WOR
2136;03 10.17 .3 087 258 274 2	 1.
v#1 1 9Y .9"i. log is
2137:03 10,20 -2 002 260 267 3 4
2138:03 10.18 .1 337 265 262 4 R
2139:03 1	 -2 335 280 272
2140:02 -3 317 279 Utr §,.il




to L. no,* In sm.
f i elds I bar- I And MI" *1...	 ,or WE top
of Sal to Sea
2141 02 10.18 289 1 W 1	 276
2144.0: 10.17 292 297 1 2 R Over SW edge of Salto n Sol 1
2145:01 10.10 1	 -4 354 290 ZBl 3 A Land/SfIt" $01
?146-.01, 10.15 -3 D02 275 __L70
JAS.Iton
Oyer Salter S" <.ICY 1 few whi tt can m gacer
2147:01 10.12
...
001 285 261 2
-i sm Vi.. r.-Ti-i,u	 ri
Sao,'
	 land ( ME share ) polar%. drifted •4M	 1
Lij&N 002 280 272 1.-3 C.	 2 .,C)..k
2149.01 011 276 10 kt, E of Morth Shoe
Mod, hibill" 311"ta_co
ver son track;
Mind at 15 knots
2150;0.0 10.10 •4 066 270 213 0




2152;00 ;0.17 is, 270 Z16 0 0. mirse of BA
"SiAt 10,13 •2 184 300 295 Z L 2153.40-2163765-Favlt line At cloud basi l
 scul	 i clod, ob"t
115 4 ;59 181
275 2"




chold, vim rA " to data
of Sa l ton S".	 1,16 toI
to 47% 16
 go to Satter S.
13.10 '3 270
14





















LOCATION TERRIUN-CLOW COVER COMMENTS
2155:59 10.10 +1 181 276 266 3 L .1	 Cu
2156:59 10.12 186 275 267 1 l Salt.  Sea
Return to Salton Sea
and descend to SK,
microwave will meke
prints, Eppiy has 1 min.
for measurement
2157:59 9.28 +5 IS2 295 295 3 L Ower land _-
2158:59 9.60 +4 Osl 260 270 0
2159:58 9.58 +5 Oi6
---• 255 1	 R
arscen	 over
Salton Sea for 4easurc-
ment
2200:58 030 265 271 3 R
2201:58 9.80 +4 320 255 249 Over fields
2202:08 9.85 +5 306 243 4 R
2202:18 9.88 1 296 260 245 3 R
2202:28 9.9 N 294 1	 241
2202:38 9.95 +5 293 25`. 236 Fields/ Salton so,
2202:46 9.% +4 292 239 2 R Fast descent
22	 :58 10.05 +3 296 260 250 3 R
2203:041 9.62 +4 Z% 270 257
2203:18 8.63 +3 298 305 283 0
2203:2 7.)5 325 300
2203:38 7.0 44 297 384 316
2203:48 6.18 +7 298 340 328
2203:S8 5.55 +8 345 336
2204:07 5.5 +10 335 320 Over rater
2204:17 5.31 +11 297 322 307 1 R





2204:57 5.16 265 244 1	 R very hu
2205:07 5.15 298 255 232 7 R
2205:17 5.02 235 0 Fast descent
2205:27 4.67 295 262 238
2205:97 3.62 +15 297 295 272]^ff^
2205:47 2.74 298 310 2 R
22D5:57 : +18 299 315 302 0





C.33 +24 302 312
0.20 +25 304 295
30. 280
22M:511 0.17 272
2207:07 0.14 +26 305 268
2207:17 0.13 306 265
2207:27 260
2207:37 307 252 289 2 R
2207:47 308 250 247 3 R
2207:57 240 4 R Salton Sea
2208:07 309 260 228 3 R
2208:17
2208:27
(.e0 310 2'0 2C2 6 R
1.'Z -25 311 245 1% 3 R
2206:37 1.17 310 160 226 0
2208:47 1015 265 260 1	 R




2209:06 1.99 +24 309 210 206 2 R
2209:16 1.96 +22 311 225 223 1	 L
2209:26
2209:36
1.97 +23 309 235 233 0
+22 308 255 242 1	 L





























































Coming to hw shore of
Salton Sea 7 land Same Cu left, clear above








2211:00 Over Salton Sea
--	 --
2211:Ot 2.02 X21 286 0
221i:16 2.05 +22 268 270
2211:26 120 263
2211:36 118 262 261
?211_46 '.01 260 266
SW part repo
Lake smooth bel ow-N11 to ca s in SE	 art
at	 c	 o SK
2211:56 2.57 120 245 262 2 R
2212:06 3.56 +21 118 225 263 3 k
2212:16 4.1 +19
2212:26 4.61 .18 117 240 263
2212:36 5.02 116 250 265
2212:46 4.99 +17 118 260
2212:56 5.01 .16 117 2 R Salton Sea Doppler not working
2213:06 5.04 +15 265
2213:16 S.07 +16 118 268 3 R
2213:26 5.02 +15 119 278
2213:36 5008 280 2 R
2213:46 5.14
2213:50 5082 +14 121 270 3 R
:2'.4:05 t.9 118 240
Whi te capsarea.	 ar strong	 ust	 aze.
Center snd east of lake
2214:15 7.68 225
214'25 a12 117 2 R
:214:35 8.04 .11 119 260 3 R
2214:45 2.;13 v10 118 270 2 R
2214:55
2215:05 6.05 275 3 R 2215:00 Crossed S shore Salton Sea /land Cliadr to 13K
2215:75
221::25 8.18 119 270
2215:35 8.23 +9 212 281 0
2215:45 8.13 285 291
0275:55 118 290 293
2211 05 '.74 119 300 2%
2216: i5 8.13 717 298
2211:25 8.24 +8 118 303 306
2216:3^ EA4 320 322
2	 16:4 - E.E7 .7 '43 335 337
22 6.97 771 345
 342 2 L
2'. I: O'S 9.7 136 340 329 4 L South Sa lton Sea Cli^ih	 turn to L
2 17.16 1	 .86 322 313 1	 L
_
.I. 77J 375 aia 2 i
11.74 079 :2. 330 0
22'•':45 ,7.66 'i 049 330 344
2_217:55 12.28 025 332 _ 3a0 2 R
-__ _ 2.7E 360 335 33'.
ear aver ea















Mite caps to cal n
area, then droyy to
i	 o u	 vane
221	 3^ 295 350 330
























































Still over Whitecaps and over mst Intense
dust
2220:14 13.22 348 328
2220:24 13.25 294 352 3,- 2 R
2220:34 755 331
2220:44 13.11 359 332 1	 R
2220:54 13.14 360 0
2221:04 13.12 293 331
2221:14 13.10 -3 292 318 3 R
2221:24 13.08
2221:34 13.17 355 323
2221:44 13.34 -4 350
n	 o	 run -wi1T
descend to 10K-rillturn {n valley t
u	 to 37K
2221:54 13.40 348
2222:04 13.21 355 327 Salton Sea Start descent
2222:14 13.12 -3 356 328
2222:24 13.03 360 327
2222:34 12.52 283 365 228
2222:44 11.46 1 271 380 329
2222:54 10.52 -2 270 390
2223:04 10.31 0 385 328 Very hazy, cloud top 10.3K
go fr. Desert
Shares to La Quota.
Slower ground
speea
2223:14 10.21 +1 267 373
2223:23 10.09 +3 268 361
2223:33 10.10 270 321
_.
2223:43 10.34 +5 301
11
321 2 R
2223:53 10.40 +3 318 310 328 3 R
Yater/land
2224:03 10.15 +2 315 305 327
Clow base 10K, .5 Cu 	 30% green
veoet.tim 8 15% dry ve4etati on;
:eft 8 farmland to right








222''-:23 10.07 300 300 318 1	 R
2225:33 10.06 +3 302 281 0
2225:4? 1C.10
2225:53 10.14 1	 R
2226:03 10.16 304 295 213 0
n	 o	 a	 umta run
returnino to Salton Sea
2226:13 10.20 +3 292 280
2226:23 302 295 281
2226:33 10.15 300 285 _^
2226:43 10.13 282
2226:53 10.12 233
2227:03 10.13 Thin altocumulus
2227:13 10.14 1	 R _
2227:23 10.21 303 0
2227:?3 10.23
L211
2227:43 10.29 298 2 R
314 30? R
2228;03 10.90 342 304 291 1	 R Clear overhead 01-, then tum
17




















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
2228:13 11.39 0 00r 303 299 2 k
2228.23
2228":3
11.68 021 313 309
723
.e









12.32 122 352 Over Indin
2229:12 12.64 127 . 355 351 IL
_
2229:22 13.15
-3 126 353 350 0
2229:32 13.81 120 345 347
2229:42 14.28
-4 116 342 341
2229:52 14.64
-5 122 342
2230:02 14494 138 343 344 Thermal Over c-lus
2230.12 15.40
-6 151 344 342 !__
2230:22 15.74 142 346 345
2230:32 15.93 -7 124 350 - 35C 1	 R
22. J:42 1	 16.15 '.20 355 356 0




2231:22 17.25 -10 122 365 373
2231:32 17745 123 367 372
2231:42 11.68 121 370 382 Land/ Salton Sea
2231:52 17.84 -11 124 374 387 1	 L
2232:02 17.97 124 379 390 0
Ner smogth Part of	 a	 m
Dust blowing over wtir of s %;
-
2232:12 18.05 385 399 1	 L
2232:22 -12 389 793 0
2232:32 18.02 125 390 392
2232:42 18.04 -11 385 383 2 R
2232:52 18.05 124 3d0 386 3 R
2233:02 18.06 -10
22., 1 :12 18.05 -11
2233:21 18.03 381




2234:11 124 2214:14 Smooth/ wM to caps
2234:21 17.98 -12 381
2234:31 123 382 Dust will	 climb to 24K
2234:41 -11 38C
2234:51
2235:01 18.00 -12 124 385 Nety	 dust Ba in clim
2235:11 18.07 395
2235:21 18.10 -13 402
2235:31 18.36 409 --
2235!41 18.83 408
2235:51 19.4(, 398 Salton Sea Ilan
223£:11 19.90 137 384 Scuthem part Saltm Sea Tum r'ght climbing
2236:11. 20.41 -13 158 377
2236:21 20.85 176 375 _ -
2236:31 21.Z8 -14 192 316
_
2236:41 2;.74 -15 209 380
2236:51 21.9. 229 311
'237; C'1 21. i1 252 390 386 Cliebino
:.23711 22.24 283 392 342 R
2237:21
223?: 31
22.52 312 395 324
22.89 -16 32C 331 .0 R
18































































Ov	 y, dus t A	 hi to cap, __-
 9etj	 24K r
_-








































NW shore of Salton Sea 5ame Ac at 27K
24.18 crossed NW snore /`ana
24.61
2`.3"
2241:4 25.79 -22 291 411 Scattered clouds De low -
2241:5 26.15 Z69 402 i
2242:0' 26.30 -24 241 405






22425 26.55 -,6 1^v9 330




2243:0 26.76 096 435
2212:;
-'c7 c9c landlwater
ZZ43:2 27.89 091 421
22 4 3:33 28.80 10Z 410
2243:49 29.Z- 112 401
































































































LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
2247:16 31.61 .35 196 455 407 10 L
2247:281 31.88 -36 194 410
2247:38 32.25 .36 188 450 414
2247:48 32.58 1 178 446 424
2247 :58 32.88 -37 166 445 440
2248:08 33.2 155 1 440 452
".ad to S& ton Sea
for 37K run
2248:18 33.39 .38 142 1 466
2248:28 33.52 129 439 479 7 L
2248:38 33.68 125 438 493 fi L
2248:48 33.84 -39 103 439 501 5 L
2248:58 33.90 40 IN 440 509 4 L
2249:08 34410 078 511 2 L
2249:8 34622 062 442 510 0
2249:28 34.28 -41 050 445 SOB 2 R
2249:38 34.35 036 448 505 5 R
2249:48 34.42 029 450 499
2249:58 34.48 018 487 7 R Fee altmwmlms ovt	 fanland Still	 cliabin
2250:08 34.53 003 472 8 R
2250:1b 34.55 349 466
2250:28 34.62 332 455 43B 10 R
2250:38 34.72 -42 316 421 9 R
2250:48 34.84 300 NO 7 R
2250:58 34:92 292 390
2251:06 35.06 2% 460 393 8 R
2251:18 35.22 293 460 396 9 a
2251:27 35.40 292 1 395 10 R
2251:37 35:58 9 R
2251: 4 7 3532 -43 466 396 10 R





2252:47 36.53 399 9 R
2252:57 3633 470 396 e R 2253:00	 Fields/ Salto, Sea
2253:07 36.90 -44 396 Over Salton Sea 37K run
"53:17 37.10 43 390 7 R
2253:27 37.28 397 6 R
2253:37 37.39 5 R
2253:47 37.40 -M 289 392 7 R
2253:57 37.30 291 398 5 R Over Salton Sea Stratus	 a sinst wmtains
2254:07 37125 392
2254:17 37.22 475 402
2254:27 37.20	 1 290	 - 475
2254:37 37.18	 1 289 480
2254:47 290 475 404
2254:57 37.20 291 48Q 403 6 R
2255:07 475 404 7 R
2255:17 290 8 R
2255:27 43 291 475 -- -_






Oliebin37.48 291 2256:00	 Still over Salton Sea
2256:07 37.67 't92 470
2256:16 37.89
2256:26 38.05











































Plan fron here to
N-Thermal. Aven41
and San Jo	 in
ny "To-391C-
Heading for cloud
deck for Dr. Work
38.65











2258:46 39.08 389 <_R
2258:56 39.13 -44 292 465 391 3 R Top altostratus deck 8-9 K Climbing to 39K
2259:56 39.21 280 382 2 R Thermal vOR
2301:05 39.14 -45 275 475 399
2302:05 -44 276 480 405 3 R .8 -	 9 Ac-As
2303:05 39.13 270 485 417 1	 R
2304:05 39.11 -43 416 0 Over As
2305:05 39.12 490 419 0 .1 cirms and altostratus
ea ng orTr cloud
deck
,-J6:04 39.16 259 417 1	 L Over Beaunont
2307:04 39.09 -42 139 4ri. 5 L
2308:04 39.20 OU9 455 445 1 R
_
2309:04 39.00 271 1 380 0
2310:03 39.27 280 460 1 388 1	 R We layers
2311:03 39.25 300 470 404 4 R
2312:03 39.25 269 480 416 2 R
Heathp9 [ward
Avanel
2313:03 39.23 290 485 414
2314:03 39.22 287 090 420 Claud toD 9K, haze laver





2316:02 39.20 285 500 428
2317.02 287 Hest of Palmdale
2318:02 39.18 286
22"1:01 39.21 289 434 0 2319:30-Flying in a haze layer
2320:01 39.18 495 429 1 Over Palnulale
2321:01 39.20 1	 -45 291 426
2322:01 39.18 292 480 425 1	 R Over cloud deck
2323:01 39.17 291 485 428 2 R
2324:00 39.20 490 1	 R Broken clouds be for
2325:00 431 2 R
2326:00 292 1	 R
2327:00 291 495 432 0 iDCu 37K
2327:59 292 430
2328:59 490
2329:59 39.18 431 ,8 Cu below, clear above
2330:59 39.20 433 1	 L
2331:59 437




























3G .OJ -38 3W
21





















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COUVEIITS
2339:57 27.70 -34 302 185 107 2L
2340:57 26.40 -30 408 3 L i -
2311:56 25.70 704 480 413 4 L .5 Cu 6elor	 c1e1r Wow
2342:56 24.85 -26 412 '--
2313:.6 24.17 -24 302 475 102 5 L 110 21. Slav des	 t
234:56 24.05 701 460 389
234:05 24.02 -23 460 380 ftntemy Day to L
2347:05 24.34 300 440 369
234:05 24.20 302 45 371
2349:05 24.11 307 376 4 L
2350:04 23.50 -21 309 455 385
351:04 21.4 -19 710 40 382 2 L Han layer rt. h lzop
2352:04
83:04
17.15 -15 316 430 383 1	 L
P	 n for lodi na11 ,?0 4 340 105 376 1 R
2351:00 11.02 0 311 310 285 2 R
355:03 10.45 .2 301 214 3 L Level flight
2356:00 7.75 +6 279 220 4.L Noueuins to the left Dncnndl nv
2357:00 5.30 +10 250 1 200 3 L
288:00 5.00 •11 251 169
2359:00 3.80 •13 330 174 0
0000:00 2.60 +16 115 176 1 L 2K gtar don
0001:00 1096 .10 291 156 3 L
0002:00 1.78 118 281 155 2 L
0003:00 1.78 a20 321 158 0
0004:00 0.80 319 14 4 L
0004:39 0.30 .21 317 --- 147 1	 L End of Navigation
fil•



























0,92 -20 322 -	 -- 201 S1. Take off Moffett Hazy} oo cl ouds
me Code
set890.	 _ 215 319 ---- 220 2 R Over the bay
3.50 +14 282
___210 257 1 R
5.90 X12 224 290 283 0
_
S:raWi dick o




5.36 +14 209 280 275 1	 L rosstn9 the ridge
Over Sc, C1 55.31 1	 146 255 257 2 L
2031:04 5.30 152 275 266 0
.6 Stratucmulus Altimeter set 30611
2032:04 5.29 154 275 1	 L In and out of haze ltyer; dense forest
2033:03 +13_ 152 285 281 0 xeAVforese Wtor; crossed another rid
2031:03 5.28 +11 150 273 2 L open field;	
cam ng nt; acs
	 re	 ores s
Airport at 9 o'clock
2035:03 5.27 270 265 0 22 miles from Woodside
2036:03 5.25 +12 119 265_ 158 Over snore line Nonfarm	 B land/waterFew Mute taps. over O pen water
2037:03 5.26 H3 150
_
270 259 1L Wave hei ghts a	 rox. 4.5 feet
2038:02 5.28 +14 152 275 264 0
2039:02 103_ 268 Approachin	 cast line 110 0. climb
2040:02 5.81 +11 109 345 335 1	 L d
2041:02 9.90 HO 110 305 299 2 t 5 lin	 V
t	 a	 as s
about 9 o'ciock
2042:02 12.61 .7 295 296 3 l
o	 ow nq mtnt. w	 .	 ns
YOIe	 4 Salinas River to L Farmland to the
2043:01 14.31 .2 112 320 316 Fields to left
	 rugged  mtns. to right
2,544:01 15690 -1 120 340 334
2045:01 17,37 -2 121 345 349 1 Culttvett d ie d`pI.d fields
2046:01 19.15 -7 1% 340 342 4 L Over mtns.
	 over opan fields
2047:01 21.15 -10 315 312 5 L Riddle of valley
2048:00 22.70 1-12 119 325 330 Fields more barren	 Yell.	 on river
2049:00 23.41 -15 315 345 Barren desert to left
2050:00 23.36 335 1330 2 L HAZY. but not cloudy
2051:00 23.35 -17 340 337 3 L No clouds above
crowave on	 as
scan
2052:00 23.34 355 355 Ci and Cu tsars
Op- oo	 ny camera
not slggnnlfi CA t. We
will sl." n 6
to 1.K overdL.A.;qo
trouble with camera
2052:59 23.33 370 367
2053:59 23.31 380 384 2 L
e	 veq., many sma	 va	 tys,	 marefinrdsrug fgeew trees in vallt t Cabin atticuae zero 1t.
2051:59 23.30 -18 390 389
2055:59 116 400 403 1	 L




1st 6 2nd ride to west of Over barren terrain
2057:58 425 436
do	 oaqu n	 a	 ey
2058:58 1 117 435 443
2059:58 111 445 448 0 Over some fields
	 no 	 on them
2100:58 23.27 -17 117 448 453 2 L Salt flats
2101:56 -IB 140 450
2102:57 103 450 1	 R
in center o	 r	 get a ong






2103:57 -17 098 452 458 0




2105:57 -18 101 460 464 2 R Over flat land 3 or 4 stratified haze lavers on R horizon
2106:57 462 0
2107:56 667 Coming Up over m Stratus over L.A. Headina for Gorm VOR
2108:56 -17 463
2109:56 _ 455 460 2 L
2110:56 23.26 460 462 Over mountains
2111:56 23.23 124 453
2113:05 23.27 172 453 441
Over small stream le.dinq for Sant*1
2111:05
115:05




moon of ns xat Start descent
22.25 -14 150 420 405 2 L .2 Ac; heavily populated
1 -16:05 20.40 -11 400 383 3 L Crosa.d
117:05 18.00 -9 149 390 1	 L Abeam of Burbank
-.-
Still descendin
2118:04 15.80 -d 385 367 1	 R scan	 n	 0
.OK, will stay	 or
10 m.l%t
23




















CATLO ION TERRAIN-CLOUD COYER COMMENTS




0	 _ fdl lovin







2 12 1:01 _ 1 0.60 •9 147 320 300
2122:04 10.50 146 315 295 0 er enter
Cockpit
2123:03 10,49 191 295 276
2124:03 '0,52 302 270 265 3 R
rcl-72911r








2129:02 10,51 008 295 286 0 Passing S gf L,A, air port Water I land
2130:03 10.54 062 290 286 1 L I 
Crossed 
so. Dim F
2131:02 210 266 0 Over In	 hood 1
2132:02 061 262
2133:01 200 276 1	 L Crossed Santa M• frevq







2136:01 052 272 3 L r	 la	 ono
2136:01 064 271 2 L
2137:00 062 280 273 3 N1N	 ns a	 O'clock very thick B	 dzft
2138:00 064 275 271
ne y pope 6
	 arw, t	 vp.
"U. r
	
1	 r to f
erdN*v* Nan
tamma. rammillwas
2239:00 062 277 Z76 2
2140:00 064 270 269 1 Al	 t sswn• ins	 5-0. on peaks  o
2141:00 265 260 f Dense hale ro lorlicn	 10K
2142:00 062 270 263 1	 L Barely above here layorSt 10.6K Aaversi	 roars*
2142: S9
2143: S9
10.59 130 280 265 0 2143:48-0v*r Norton A FN
10.60 360 280 I
2111:59 10 39 285 271 3 R yyFryeq	 -1	 1	 lift mostly	 to	 1	 1n1raardtm^^Ru	 of
2145:59 10.56 242 280 270 4 R







2146:59 10.54 249 277 2 R
2147:56
2148:58
10.55 270 3 R
275 269
2149:58 24g 990 269 Naar Brackett Airport
2160:58 249 276 2 R in top of r•	 N ham lamr, 10,SK
2151:58 273 7 A Poeono FNy. 1Ht;ryov•r tntar
section
y





rossed Interuct. of San
110MArdim F	 Harbor Few
^—
1	 F	 WOCOL231 270	 1 261 Over OntL.A.aorn
Z165:67
 1	 .66 280 279
2156:56 10,55 248 290 278 I-
 me onoante
	 a
d M	 fraeN s
2157:56 10.53 237 296 Stra
	
s over Wtar	 COAat(entar
2158:56 10 54 126 286 269
"9	 0	 a rp0	 y Scattered stratus halo, 031+ hood South
2159:56 10.52 129 290 276 0
•ra	 •	 np	 N	 ap0	 rear
Naar l.nd ti	 b	 Son ► 	 ro Over lend
2200:56 10.51 131 2115	 1 27S
2202:05 10.50 / 270 1 l
L
ong	 acft	 •	 r	 a	
t Naar Jvjt abovishim 1 Ulf
2203:06 10.51 130 269 0 Over
2204:05 10,60 265 Over
9206;05 10.52 030 63 LL Occessional Min sU, vote,
	 r
2206:05 10.51 320 280 274 0 Cros»d coast at 2206:48 eater	 land —'
2207:04 10.60 105 276 2 R




2208:01 10,48 317 175 274
er 1110,Uction, rmloN
	 9
Na	 r FN	 n left
p er
A.
2209:04 70 276 0 n	 ruc	 anoSanta H..ft 	 r f
210:04 348	
_
tT2 272 1	 R ros	 in
2211:01 10.51 347 270 268 0 A Wentur• freeNav intemct
to tM ri oht
221 :03 265 265 2 L Over Glendale _-






















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVFR COMMENTS






2215:07 10.50 311 270 276 2 R Ot. 1n	 Sanrt 7 MNS. Raavy forest Sun "09. 	57°
2216:03 10.90 r4 320 316
2217:02 1+_27 .7 322 324 13 R
Just crossed	 an	 are
Ya I.v clip*i"g
218:02 16.48 0 335 3
219:02 17.42 -1 360 347
_ er vemosains Climbtn
2220:02 12.63
-5 296 3 S
U11:04 21.;6 0 10 298 365 7 1 r	 1 s
222:01 22.46 -14 297 7 R r111In In	 t
2223:01 22.45
-15 2% 436 430 7 R -^Wn	 e^	 12 Val.
er	 .a sawn	 na
2224:01 466 460 r	 7fields
2226:01 170 166 Z R
roa.	 •	 r°•	 Cry-










295 476 467 2 R Over Tu ^-
2228:00 2 .41 471 1	 R Very
 9r'een r t	 r	 i	 an	 1e	 e
229:00 Z2.43 7
2230:00 22.42 .1 a"- r r l_












t 11	 in M
 ;2%785,11,
 n
a" 291 461 3 A Wer muntains
:51 Z	 42 470 4 1	 head kiln Climb
















-27 450 437 3 R Will fl y Over CI
2242:57. 29.10 1 416 476
2213:67 29.90 296 500 490 4 C





air LesO^ not 901 n9
an tees
2247:66 .46 t A
1248:66 36.50 .47	 1 476 449	 1 ^ R
U49: % 37.15 44 7 Near Un Jose
2251:06 77.35 302 466 41
Y 62:06 37.21 480 441 7 R Over -lodle of at 10 O'clock r
63,06 37.11 475 443 6 R Son Francisco to lif t
1254:06 37415 -61 43D 446 7 A er Treasure I 1	 d we are 	 n9c	 t	 Il
5:06 37,16 477 43 A 1	 1 W_jt
56:01 37.16 429 4 R Thincirlys
2257:01 37.14 332 172 173 7 R In ci rrrs
set s near
ur contrail
258:01 37.46 014 470 615 4 R
2259:04 37.38 062 475 535 2 L Oar Somme Valley Cl left side ira wntnil, ihw•d
r
j300:^3 7.70 •52 171 470 47
702	 1:03 38.26 -64 202 MS 3% 3 L
to C011 ra	 'On
T V
	 a Own






2307:03 39.11 211 49 408 S
	 L Over 0
2301:03 1	 9 { 41 S L Son Francisco to left In Ci	 thin v	 i	 it
)305:0 1 476 NI 5 L Follming the coast Thin C1 zlevt
n a	 e9
2306:02 31.2 167	 1 470
2306:12 1 440





















LOCATION TEO"-GL,OW COVER COh1sl as












2307:02 8 L sae -	
1-
" aver 4 redoes
forest. Aircraft
e
2307:12 167 1 4jj 7 l




2307:42 37.99 160 1 454 IL Half
2307:52 36.W -S3 152 6 L Oman eN son Glig
2708:02 36.39 143 165 ! L
2308:12 35.
-52 136 480 44 6 L
2308:27 3..34 -51
_130 478 5,	 L -




-49 117 170 461 d
_
2308:62 34.20 112 see 5 L
_
2309:02 31.65 .47 111 47S 489 Fo fortot Desmilim
2309:12 33.20 -46 1 490
309:21 32.74 1	 110 473 492 1
2309:31 32.18 472 491
2309:41 31.61 43 109 476 493
2309:51 31.,0 .42 108





2310;11 36,18 40 493
2310:21 29.63 . 39 470 490
2310:31 29.18 47 491




-33 107 465 466 a Still dess2ndifto
231111 27.41 . 32 455 771
2311:21 26.99 108 460 47J 4 L
2111:31 26.55 . 31 109 455 1471
2311:41
2311:51
26.38 -29 110 450 1462
25490 -28 112 448
2312:01
2312:11
2534 -27 121 447 456 --- v
25.IU
	 1 -26 127 440 NI 5 L ---
2312:21 24.96 -24 129 430 431 4 L
_
2312:31 24,90 110 41a 418 5 L
2312:41 24.72 131 1410 410
2312:51 N.55 133 403 402
2713:01 74.3 100 393
nGr.y	 .y
2313:30•	 r X.1f	 gay
2314:01 24.05 -21 121 375 379
2315:00 22.85 091 100 415 3	 1,
er .	 nos n	 q,	 o
54linls to rf.ht
2316100 19.31 -15 007 120 427 2 e
M tee 0011 rt
#gall,
2317:00 16412
-7 299 106 389 4 8 RIO irchold tQ left





. 1 237 360 352
ae M "" 0YW
contrail to et Alt.
settfrq:	 29.92 1ncAn
2319:59 10.43
-4 267 315 292
__
^
2320:59 9.18 -e 966 265 251 2 9
2J2 1 .59 5.41 411 251 240 3 L Wain inG Ibffltt ^^
2373:00 2.65
-15 330 198 2 tro tog f	 4























LOCKMN TEMAIN - CLJUD COYER COMMENTS








I OW .:00 251 1 4 per mtns just E of bay arcs  _._    Still cliabinQ
RR1R tint -heck041 Z55 265 0
iS55:00 5.75 716 049 280 284
1556:00 8.03 .13 042 283 1	 a. Over mtns A hills E of be 	 area
1556:57 9.71 .10 045 300 307 0
1557:56 11.54 . 7 027 316 323 2 R
1558:56 13.22 .d 338 339 0 Over San Joaouin valley Clear sttas. same haze
u pu	 to a t me tr








er	 .e(>^ trews	 aver	 left.
eu	 to left at low levels Still O	 bir
1601:05 16. Z3 -4 365 I 782 Z R 1601:38-Over Stockton
1602:05 17.25 -5 182 410 C
1603:04 78.53 -8 028 395 426 0
1604:04
1605:20
19.91 -11 On am 429 Sacranento to left der reservoir 1604:38
F
ront T T mnitor
out
















Lake to right of a/C
160:59 25.95 -23 021 485 2 R Over Sierra Revadas




-26 029 455 S0: 0
1612:28 Land/wter
Cirrus ahead to left
1612:59 27.78 -27 030 496 per Lake Tahoe Over "ter
On
inverter 44




none bela--,Sane snow on mmtai
1314:58 29.00 -31 030 513 2 R 16 mi 5	 f
o s aofT-
traffic
1615:56 29.18 -32 043 475 525 2 1 Still at Ci level
1616:57 29.65 -33 050 480 529 3 L Clouds to left
1617:57 30.70 -34 045 520 2 L Pyramid Lake 213v left
1618:57 31.45
-36 047 47E 524 per Nevada
Goi ng Laurd	 ".rson
Sink
1619:5; 32.05 -38 045 523 1 minute from Carson Sink
ad-CTe at
9 o'clock
1620:57 .60 -39 046 480 524 3 . Over	 Larsen Sink
eer	 ow,	 a	 t0 a t;
Xue in valto s
	 as	 ewer desert
dCdnntC
Moment	 r out
1622:01 33.13 -40 475 523 2 L per Cando Sink
1623:01 33.15 -41 48D 522
1624:01 33.07 $75 3 L per	 Wee Carson SinkE
[rowavt
ttie	 h1	 r
1625:01 048 475 5;3 2 L Passed Canon Sin!: Over desert and amuRtatns
Neadidd for Imne-
it	 r--






061 470 510 _ M. 	 below
1628:00 46S 507
16M:00 064 SOS 5 L Plane at 9 o'clock
1630:00 069 df^. 504 call	 xtwetn muntain -gas
1630:5; 465 About 20	 in from Bonneville
1631:59 1 470 508 4 L
Dryr.
	 ep w t7 :oar	 m n
aze in ors InsH '
4tq. p	 won





--1634:58 33.05 067 506 Cming near LIko.Nevada Snow capped -tain to left
.635:58 068 504 Still on strategic course to
Bomeriile
1636:58 069 465 Sol
1637:59 066 470 503 3 L Elko to left
7638:58 1 061 f05	 1
per inns. gW snow coverwith	 !r rocks
stickinq throwgh (Ruby Mountains)





Over valley E of Rub	 X:ns. River in relit
-fill-, iaaTnTaTFSs
alt. for abput 30 min
1641:57
_
506 About 5 min from Salt Flats
V.4a es of water ^	 s o	 t	 sts	 a s goo	 or
can be seen	 .!Ledo wasrreaemts
1642:5 7 065 505
1643:.7 06/ 470 508 d L
1644:56 33.03 Ob5 5fa 2 l w •:^ ':Andover A.W11r	 Fiel
per dry areas, 4 s	 ar	 a s very wY






















LOCATION TERAM - CLOUD COMER COMMENTS
1645: 33.04 -41 071 470 We 4 L
1646:5
1647:
33.05 066 505 3 L
$03 4 L Sell Fl.,:e 
of Boa.rcvf 33e Xaieur salt Ta9,_4a4at





069 495 4 L
aN a rng	 ,
Center of flats
1651:0 071 4	 492 3 L
Itb2:0 070 495 2 l Salt hats	 awnLfns Over —tai











Fla	 Ilrst N Goat salt L
1666:0 1 074 465 49S 4 L Salt Flats
`657: C75 470 499 2 L take
1658: 073 475 486 5 L E slwrr of Graost laM
1659:0 074 470 495 3 L
1700:0 33.32 095 488 sWntains to Most
1707:0 33.07 110 4W 472 SL 1	 l:	 i	 t smoso	 .k
1702 1 0 106 475 479
1703:0 33.05 105 470 IN 4 L
1704: 103 469 3 L
_
rY	 Ras	 rsoe'.
Is sew N	 fow W below
106 cros 1	 M	 of
War 
•
aw cover	 a r Y
	
Y. Seems,
trees m rocks; crossim M
1706:02 104 473
1707: 101 465 467 5 L
:48-MN Maass. ItGb
is OYClersx MvN Yall Pasture land/	 tatioa
1708A1 100 468 4l _Neadtp for Puebla,1
1709:01 476 3 L fa sostafee to left
1710:01
1711:01
470 4)5 Brave laedJ	 atiw patch
flats as Sol-a-
neter 	 ,WL. 23.61
480 478
-^Iovimq valley
- _— " Utah
1712:01 476 480
1713:oal 1 1 475 475
1714:
1715:





70 of w of Gravel470 476 Brae terrain
1716: 106 473





1717:5 468 is of clouds below
1718:5 465 470
errs n s W n 9 ar
fwtldlls
1719:5 I04 475 43 all" fm Meeker Ow. climb
1720:5 33.10 470 466 viii seems be crossing
can	 s
1722: 34.15 -42 104 455 472 4 l I Fast scattered clouds belay
7723:5 34.64 -43 103 450 465
ros	 oraro River at
Grand Yel,er. Colo.
W.0 of tleMer 124:38
1724:58 34.69 101 4SS 471 3 L
1725:W 75.23 -H 704 1 468
% W




35.22 465 480 2 L
K forest, to	 - p.tceft 4	 :filar
Delft
35.21 -46 475 495 3 L Scatted Snemw as Kotntaia.
a la -45 105 485 498 2 L aT soar
1729:5 35,16 .46 104 495
Y:	 cross	 oc	 ti rwar
M. Elbert
M roc s,
Sow cover belft. fat wall• 	 with t
Ter	 s
to	 is agrot 30 atn.
1730:57 35.11 -45 105 460 4 L
:rte  asUF
W.Uln raft
1734: 56 tut 470 482 3 _ Abew of As
1732:56 105 1 486
1723:64
1734:
35.14 104 486 4 L
Leaving snow arered	 tams47S 490 3 L
1736:56 3C.1 105 470 2 l
N east s ore oT-o^cC,es.
Arkansas River below Green Delve	 itu • few trees
1736: 35.13 44 104 493 3:.
1738:06 35.17 I0s 475 4 L Over barren highlaosit. ao wagatation
1739: 45 494 3 L .25 smril W





35.13 -44 104 4%
Meld a9 or PWIVO.
oraM

























LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD C0VER COMMENTS
1742:04 35.15 -IS 108 470 492 3L
1742:38
Over Canan citv, Colo.
1743:04 109 475 495 2 L
1744:04 35.13 -44 493 Headl.a down flat lead
	
dr	 bro-
1745:04 35.17 494 It Arkansas River Valle,
Wl.ite ham layer to N and E .1—t
p to eur lar.rl
1746:03 35.16 480 498 2 L Just S of Pueblo. Colorado Ban over plain
1747:03 501 4 L
1748:03 8.16 449 3 L
1749:03 35.16 106 498 Ml rie
1750:03 096 501
1751:02 31.15 W2 2 L Owr inlosted fields
1752:02 35918 -43 O4 4410 494 22
1763:02 059 480 497 2R
s	 t y ewer
.	 I fal w rfrar r I1ey
1754:02 35.17 -44 SOl 3 R Seth of riwr valley 1 Prairie
Deviation 	 a
.RaL to feller










1756:01 35.17 1 109 475 506 2 L
1757:01 498 1 L




1800 .00 8-16 Sol 1 R
I@DI:W 35.15 503 21
I11142:00 400 ____ ____ Flat 10mis,
1003:00 1 47S SW It
1804:00
1804:3812 i iles smtR
of
f	 ow. Saga f	 N	 ra
net
1804:59 499
1805:59 500 Crossed Cisarrou River River bad aisst
_
for Wd Okla
1806:59 35.17 CM 496 2 L
at 2 o'-Reaoton. Kansas
Ce an ri f t side of s	 Ram	 clear above
1807:59 099 497 0
1808:59 Orfr f8fel aes
1809:Si 504
_
1810:58 497 Oren Ciaarren River Nay trilwtfrits	 6w to left of	 c
1811:58 35.15 499 It
1812:SB 8.16 a" $01 0 F.Il d	 Clrrron River
1813:58 8.17 497
1814:57 8.18 501 Fields below, a lot of	 fallen
1815:SI 503 Curran Rirar left
















1819:56 8.16 506 2 R




1822:56 35.17 470 S09 T	 of Rau
1824:05 475 S12 1 R tear Enid	 Oklafran






r	 r	 ;yo to
t#e Eof	 la Few Cu off HIM W hit
1828:05 112 Over Enie	 OtL.
1629:04 ill 509
a m to L 4W
to Moeller c1oW
ahead
1830:04 35.18 112 512
1831:04 35.17 iii
1832:04 35.18 110 513
1832:18
Over lake Carl Blackwll
$33:03 111 510
1834:03 35.17 110 516 1834:18-Over Cfaerron River
188:C3 Rar Cusni nl. OklaRwa






























LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENT'S
1837:03 3 -44 112 470 517 1	 l
1838:02 34.93 111 190 533 Y L Eurau14 5 efn, ahead
y 	 Main will
take lake tam;
ENaulr-aanv ai
n ns. try to qo dwm
center i contact
bWt iron CSU
1839:02 36.64 106 455 S03
1810:02 31.22 445 493 0




12 460 sio 3 L
rar !	 ,, o
	
au a, never exec y
over ate +
RMO Ynton s an"
with infraredfile





37.20 131 475 512 Over Lake Wool*
1844:01 37.18 137 480 616 4 L YIYAIL Mtcrerare target
1845:01 77.20 -46 1 635 0
1846:01 37.18 102 485 $34 1 R
1817:00 1 538 0
1848:00 37.17 105 533 Clear left mad abovei Cui Cb Hubs tide
1849:00 109 490 528 20 e1 5 of Ft. Seith	 Art.
1850:00 37.16 105 475 534 Good Cb to riakt of a/c





1852:59 103 525 W o	 efollow Artansu River tq]action,follow "its. River
to Greenville. pit".
Start dgCM:
1853:59 36.80 102 465 519
1954:59 35.54 460 509 1	 F
r	 e	 a:	 o
$via	 -Rrlmsas
1855:59 34.91 -47 101 490 526 0 river	








-38 1	 102 455 494 1 1 meadW for Mrs! Bluff
cMicrowave needling
is 130 1 1. Yiht(
oReratiRy *pin,pden8lns
30.48 -3' 100 130 470 2 R Lake 3uchita area 0rer heavily wooded area
1858:59 28.25 -34 099 440 462 1 R
1189:58 25.03 -27 450 497 Scattered clouds below
1900:58 22.75 -22 440 462 2 R
7901:57 21.95 •16 420 136 1 R Hooded areas below; tD Cu
m over
River, level at lOK








ArkansasRiver ^ NMI VW altitudes
	 a	 t 
1905:58 19.12 -10 107 375 395 1 R
Following^kmsai mar tc
Mitsissl	 i River Her fareland. Puffy Cu at 11 o'clo-k
1906:56 19.43 112 3.5 383
1907:56 19.40 109 370 396 Following Arkauas River Heavy woods to left; far"land below
Dr	 r a	 ng
to In.3nterei ttant
contact
1908:56 19.44 lit 375
1909:56 19.45 110 380 395 Scattered Cow is area
7917:05 120 392 0
sect on a oa9 r rar;
Scattered [u Miw




1914:05 129 380 402 1 F.II-i.w Arkansas River
1915:05 137 370 387
Over^vnctirn of Arkansas
aM	 ii. R,vers river bank le
1916:04 -9 350 365 10-15 ei E of Miss. River Barren wii and fareland
1917 . 04 = D 340 353
-ver fares and
1918:04 154 335 L; .ever fares nd Right ter,
1919:04 19.47 239 342 329 _ / k Miss/sit	 1 Ci above	
-
Right turn






shtetf Suet to loft above
1921:03 242 366 148 Ci over	 c	 hot transparent
1922:03
_
360 351 5 L "a&" Cl above
1923:03 19.48 241 366 339 4 L Y side of Missir River fa-land het	 cl^
n9 due
clouds
192:03 19.98 -9 Igo 350 358 I L
YiTcrossstra	 Ltre
of Nrtr
ar: and be- low, heavy	 o;dt above.
Dense Cl Oescowih






















LAGf10N TEPOM -001	 COVER cC6MDNT!
1926:02 15.44 -1 151 m 346 a W.--t Itlytr to loft
1927:02 14.70 0 158 297 11 1 L Over waves. riverto left-e	 i ltaroundWtltl
1920:02 1 149 314 321 0
N r Y•ri	 6wr t. up IW7-
bit cb





v	 c1	 t-	 Cb 4.
1 10 12 C 158




1 10,41 312 t	 L 4m, holy
1	 :	 1 10.47 314 river Clwd bm 158 alealm
104:01 10642 0
106:m 10.41 3a R fit	 H - 4MAlOMlt abovet cooled to m Fire to left
1 1 U3 1R
7437:43 10.42 z69 41t CsdnS out free 	 claw: Cs ee	 . Kto do te1K utwth
s
190:00 10.78 K 330 3D7 Plu, Riwr in riaht
1939:00 12.72 K 34 W 3 ! W al N of Greenville
scathwed Cm to her WtseaC
shield climblas
1971:59 15.25 ♦1 3a In 1311 1 R Miss. River to richt Wor a	 / Co .• el or
ne -
4 Minutes
190:58 17.64 334 310 2 R lea cl	 above
1951:59 18.0- .4 350 - 318. 3 It
GO a ED IS might or
c
19x •59 43.39 339 334 301 ea,	 w	 ta,Clear
1943:59 18.36 310 328 295. 4 R
1944:" 324 294 1 R farel
1943:" 326 m . e .	 ea,.5 '	 r t9 f	 .
1946:" -i 314 306 31 Y ear wi th 1
It-:58 340 314 4 R
Over	 1 i
e^eer
s1M K Hv-	 C, aR loft s54, seam hest,
Claw






19.34 -S 316 141
1951:57 18.30 NL 312 31








4•,_ 3" 4 k
Ka:56
^uu^^•333777
.7 104 353 2 R a to H t fete ue
1956:66 18.36 -6 102 329 347_ 1 R
1967:56 18.34 -6 103 320.
1964:66 18.33 .4 315
Passed
l alwAft am Farmland mod meds below
1969:55 18.34 -6 144 325 343 2 L fisteveee
200:% 141.36 -8 iK 341 759 Over river •
 Owes on other side
1:SS W34 -7 149 353 369 Shelby 16 el Mote ss. vN oto of TV scream
2002:58 18.8 366 381 4 L Scatter" a Wtad faralaed
2004:04 18.31 30 380 2 L Over Shmib Over scatter" a
:04 18.34 -6 363 361 cow-02 "mate era a 5 LL' ravelanf
2006:04 18.30 -S IN 1 L
E of	 y:	 n fast
of Mississippi River
7:04 16.27 -4 wo 379 Tons, at 14-17K.•
 clew Move 6 left side
Rowing for 3aectiea
onewd for lot
2008:04 16.17 -6 143 361 372 3
2439:43 17.07 -4 279 371 337 1 low
2010:43 13.79 0 290	 14m 374 0 l ZK
2011:03 10.57 ♦4 286 1 R T	 t1	 - 9-tOR	 C1
2012:03 09.15 all 255 350 376 1 L n'	 Roverhead
_
2013:03 09.98 257 32S 307 2 L River93enction•	 ver Over Miss Oliver, claw boom 7t Rt0 net M fi e,
Mss Mm bbttefK TV
2014:02 0 ♦14 270 324 302 0	 l0vor 144s, River ors	 aWill  te moder Ci in was minute n t	 ; wnglint ever Miss. A.
2015:02 06.80 .17 ZZB33 3w 280 1 L Thin ti overhead Vinton
:016: -13 1 m I	 L I over Cm w ^wwl
2017:02 70.36 ♦10 215 320 793 0 attt•ate0 tahe, appear; not eaTimma other lotldai
40•e	 lint
2018:27 10.46 H 284 326 300 0 2018:78-Ova' Owned. PA.
r	 t	 . nA	 rO
,T	 t 10.5K






















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER -COMMENTS
2u20:01^
2021_01




10_40 _ 8 _ 365 338
4n1and/woE;; sutter_d Cu ahead at
about 5 K
ti2L_01 12_65 ±__ 37° 352 0






371 347 Scattered Cu beloul Waded area Peters 	 ewiitorin8
poger_
2024:00 16.50 -2 374 310 1	 L Dense woods Cl to left at a 	 rox UK
Needed few, Lake
Eufaula
2025:00 18440 t 450 420
2026:00 16.47 -5 285
1
I :70 441 Eufaula 17	 11 Broken cumulus below,
2027:00 18.52 289
TTT
l65 435 0 165 m1 east of Lake Eufaula Heavy woods
rq rel s so
s	 le	 of like armor
2027:59 18.48 -4 294 455 428
2028:59 18.45 425
2029:59 450 421 2 R Over Malvern. Ark.
2030:59 18.44 -5 450 416 0
2031:00 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- Crossing wooded anal
Y gat On	 n
m
2032:70
ti	 Pr	 Hi	 msas
weer Lake
a
 MMfiton tint on lake
2033:30 2034•^8-Over Lake Ouachita f	 t.










2040:02 :8.42 Be 1n descent
--
2041:02 18.31 287 1 417 1 L
nen imioihed hills Mith farwdvow	 eys
tetmeen
2042:02 17.30 -3 421 0
2043:02 15.85 -2 292 460 429 1	 L Feu ridel	 &uttered Cu below
2044:01 14,65
-3 295 455 423 2 L
2044:18-over Xcrr Airport,
Poteau	 Okl
ores	 or: to hue 	 to
right Still desundin
2045:01 12.69 +3 296 420 390 0 Forest and feralaod
2045:01 10.90 +7 295 355 338 2 L Forest
2047:01 10.98 1	 +10 294 305 IN 1 L Descending slower
2048:00 8.91 +11 293 271 252
_
2049:00 7.31 +14 295. 262 247 2 L 2 mi. S	 of St1 ler	 Okla.
_
2050:00 5.42 +18 290 270 263 1	 L 10 e1	 E	 of L	 Eufaula forest
2051:00 3.75 +21 278 262 268 0
2052:00 1.85 +26 263 270 269 2 L
a	 a Mar
bri dge.
2053:00 0.68 +30 255 241 1 R 2052:40	 Lm	 water I East arm of Lake Eufaula
2054:00 MG +31 250 250 243 0 2054:28 Mater/tees Ri	 t bank.











2057:00 0.95 +..3 326 --- 240
"-
0
- raTm a ti meter
mad raft, hf^r-




2.1s +30 340 250 211 1	 L
Headley	 o
OkI&home
3.50 +26 342 265 256
2059.58 4.91 +23 279 269 1 A
2100:58 6.51 +21 339 289 173
nno^ Twn=
Mt reloaded
2101:58 6.33 +19 336 290 274 25 ni. frown Tulsa
2102:57 339 279 266
2103:57 5,99 +20 322 282 265 0 Green fields balou
2104:57 5,61 +21 319 280 269 1 R
2105:57 4.70 +22 312 252 247 Very hazy over Tulsa
2106:57 2.90 +26 354 208 1 L
min s cticn pt Tulsa to
our left
2107:% 1.96 +29 356 157 2 L
2 I. 08:56 1.20 +30 161 4 L
2169:56 0,5? +32 354 110 Tc:V:hdorn Tulsa
32



















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
1553:16 O.SB +36 175 194 I	 l Cloudless_ ., 
Lift off Tulsa.




2.17 +30 152 -- 218 2 L
1556:05 2.16 153 270 270 3 l Wndows checked
1557:05 2.44 +29 274 267 1 R
_
Fields below Rou	 Wrbulact
1558:05 2.40 +28 154 272 274 3 L Crossed Arkansas River Raze ahead- 2K	 no clouds' forest
1559:05 •29 271 271 4 L
rou	 e w
tine code
1600:04 m	 2639 •30 269 2 L Green fields, few, trees
1601:04 2.38 157 267 1268
_
1602:04 2.37 255 1 L
1603:04 2,05 117 270 257 2 L





1605:03 1.07 +31 Ise 265 255 0 Land	 water
1606:03 0.76 +33 143 251 239 _ :58.p r railroad and highwa brid
1607:03 0.74 144 1235 1231 per water
1608:03 0.75 129 245 1 227 per ester; roadwAy
1609:03 1.05 +32 138 264 268 2 L 1608:48-Water/land
_
Climb to 23k
1610:02 2.98 +29 705 272 1284 4 L Fair rather	 p ahead' forest i green fiel
INadin9 for ,lunation
1611:02 5.18 +25 292 292 0 617.58-Kinta
	 Okla, to right
1612:02 7.53 +23 m 289 1 R Few puffs of Cu below
1613:02 9.70 +17 IGI 304 300 2	 F. per forest
1614:02 11.29 1	 +12 337 327 (War hilly forest I fields
1615:01 0.20 •10 106 345 339 3 R
1616:01 15.61 +5 1340 1327 2 R per water, well lake-, cloudless
1617:01 77.52 +2 330 325 0 Over Lake Yi ter
1618:01 18.75 4 340 335 1 R 1618:18-0rer Havener. Okla.
1619:00 19.96
-4 346 337 per forest and hills
1620:00 21.27
-6 352 340 0 per forest elk hills
1621:00 22.88 -10 103 345 329 1	 R
1622:00 23.50 -13 105 337 322 2 R




1623:59 -14 099 342 330 2 R
1624:59 346 336 3 R
1625:59 23.46 348 337 Hue la	 r- forest
1626:59 098 335 1(626.38-10 mi. S o.` Waldron,
i521:58 1628-. LB-Over Lake Ouachita Nagy small inlets
1628:58 23.45 341 Bearce Ai	 rt to 	ri	 t_the
1629:58 102 310 33G	
_ 5 R On edg
	
o1 Hot Sarin
per forest and hills
Air haz






-15 339 329 4 R per Hot Spring, Some fields. s_p_a_rsety populated blow




25 min from Hississippr-
Arkansas River Junction
1633:57 1 326 319 Forested rolling hills


















23.47 -17 325 318 4 R
---
23.48 -16 328 320 _- -- -
330 322 R pine Bluff	 Oi nctlr tv left
orestArkansas
 Riverr11Tey, -- -
cultivated fields
1 N4:05 374 4 R _ In top Of haze laver; no clouds above	
T
1645:05 23.ea 331 323 5 6
1616:01
1647:04
21.4; 14 101 350 345 _ / R Qy gr Iorktow1	 Ark.
_
F1_ooded farw_1_and











































125 346 344 2 R
^______-
Microwave- fast








Over lksk s, Ark.	
_...-
..	 _._








2 R Over forest
Crossed Mississippi River
1653:03 100 261 266 7 R




281 281 3 R 401 ve
g
etation
eg n	 n	 eg oT--
rosette
1656:02 121 273 273 2 R No cl	 ds near Alcm over fields
1657:02 10442 +12 176 270 277 abowpatterns Mar
 ox.
1658:02 10.02 +13 220 276 276 2 L





rt Mot fl Still makin	 tun
1700:01 263 263 258 3 L
ores on	 an ; sore ores an
4 bank
1701:01 .12 266 259 2 L Over Miss. River water	 fomt • grgisi"o sail
1702:01 271 269 4 pain North rem
1703:01 N1 ?27 1 259 1
1704:00 10.05 013 274 263 2 R
Dark -11 billow; floodadl fields at
10 o'clock
1705:00 +13 357 279 264
1706:00 10.06 265 270 1 R
memoir S o	 r
Is to our left
Over forest, cm nq to wan;
flogo fields
1707:0,.^ 358 284 268 2 R
y	 are. aa,e cu	 row	 1	 offs	 n
rn
1708:00 357 293 378 1 A
1708:59 359 222 277 2 R passed Arkansas River





1710:59 10.05 022 299 278 2 R Many tributaries in
1711:59 +14 052 289 280 3 R larnn fields to left Trouble	 th T9
1712:58 10.90 .12 335 324 2 R
1713:58 13.51 .8 326 314
1714:58 15.09 .4 342 327 Middle of Oxbow • 	rice field
	 ahem to L
1715:58 16.60 +i 032 759 340
er	 ss ss W	 veR i Darren














1719:57 23 . 50 -14 331 3 R Followin	 Mississi ppi  River
Mead for Miss-Ohio A
ML
U10:57 23.45 A! 366 335 2 R
Nan vege4t	 as. s	 11, vegetation
Hitsowr3 si da
on 





23.40 361 330 3 R
23.41 023 355 321 2 R
1723:56 23.48 352 320 3 R
Over Nils. R.;
Sw of	 i Clouds to right, seals Cu In distance
1724:56 022 354 325 2 R Missouri-largeI ms
m	 o	 is
taript for return
1725:56 23.46 023 355
1 727:05
-17 020 322 4 R Meophis to ridIt
1723:05 -16 3 R _ 2-
1729:05 -15 354 324 2 R
1730:05 T 019 351 320 La	 uniforn farmland to left
1731:04 350 322
ro m	 an t tome	 rise ran to right;
sons forest ands wtter fam to ri 	 t
1732_:04 015 318 Bend of Miss.	 River Forest
-
1733: p4 014 316
- escen	 cause
of air traffic
1734:04 27.05 -16 013 351 320 3 R Few Cu Pu f fs below • Cis puffs at 11 O'clock








318 2 R 1	 th viilt	 Ark, to left
Tiptonville Reservoir at 11
o'cl ock23.20 359 325
23.52 -76 012 356
----
1739:03
-- ---	 --- --
013 359 3 R
-- --
Cam thersv i l le, Mo. ti left
eve	 srm an	 arge fie l o pattern t0 left,














c man 1t 2 ^',joak;





"din	 Gat ro; 5 e1 R of
 New Madrid; 5 Of Cairo-17 020 355
fe d, to left gettingf tea ler;





























23.52 -16 020 355 .26 3 R
_..._..........____"... "...__--_ __________- crwave- Water











1748:00 351 323 3 R Over Giro. III., Junct. of
Mtts-Ohio Rirm _




1750:00 __ 033 326 4 R




1761:00 346 Old river bed at 11 o'clock






1753:59 350 328 Cl at 11 o'clork Oal IaHton
1754:59 332









1758:58 23.42 -18 360 330
1758:08-Over Carrier Mils.
till.
4759:58 23.03 -16 368 332 759:48-Over Galatia	 Ill. -, Air traffic problem
1800:68 23.01 345 359 321 1	 R
1801:57 23.00 -15 259 360 328 5 L
ntr	 a	 c
emblem
1	 :57 22.98 195 343 355 3 L
1803:57
1	 :57 013 340 307 3 q
7801 : 2a-W atA, 
to rt	 t	
t.
4805:57 ____ -___ --- _ ____ ._..
1806:66 22.98
--•
---- 331 337 3 :
rows waver n9
2 Nicron: microrwt
rt. scan should see
Hair w	 tan
1807:55 No picl um ova able ---- ---- ---• -
1823:55 ]Sari -1] 110 450 461 4 R I Crossed Mabuh River Over river Air is w
1824:55 35.23 -44 459 5 R i Evansville.Ill, at 9 O'cl ock
1825:55 ]5.18 109 467 "? 6 q
Orer 14nderson. Kr. and Ohio
 At 
so
1826:55 35.20 110 465 4% 7 R q
Good %oil patterns  a	 r s	 o	 ver
t 9 o'clock,	 r	 broken	 re	 706
1828:04 109 480 498 6 R 11926:38-0a	 boro	 K .to lef t
1829:04 35.24 -45 491 $04 Begin right  turn
I	 .04 3S.23 132 SOO 526 4 R 1830:58-der Hartford. Cloudless
1831:04 35,20 197 494 543 1	 L Broken fields
I	 :03 35.28 -M 136 490 518 5 R
1833:03 050 435
:08-Over Grew Rf ver;




1834:03 35.22 338 487 429 4 L
1835:03 35.16 316 495 449 6 L
1836:03 36.20 -45 314 496 445
1837:02 35.24 -46 305 500 454 5 L














1840:01 32.73 -42 304 450 419 Cloudless
1841:01 27.98 •3t 301 495 468
er	 Rw,	 y.
crossin	 Ohfo River Ow river Good for Nrosois
i&2:01 25.99 -27 298 465 428
LL
Over fields
I3:01 25.28 -2J 291 411 315
18t3:i8•tbuntYernw, Ind.
at 1	 t
1844:01 23.82 -21 30. 386 350 ver Wabash River___^^





2L_ Over Calr in. 	 fll.
1846:00
8417:00
23.89 -20_ 251 354
-
5 L 1845:4 i0	 NE of Carmf	 111.
.__--.-_-_-












3 R Orer Wabash Rtrer	 Sane terrain as 35K.
War river
Hnrnt 4er-, Ind. at right
n	 m n. rm $
23K. 4 min, runs at
ISK 6 SK






















LOCATION TEIIRAIN-0101	 COVER COMMENTS
1849: 59 .3.15 - 19 111 saw 449 2 R cmssln, Ohio River Over rive
I more miNte at
this level
1850:59 23.0, -1R 109 445 459 3A over x	 Kj-
1051:59 Z2.99 -17 108 429 437 End of 23K rvn
1852:59 23.00
_






390^ 410 0 Owhlb-It . at left tact rith 12K
1854:58 19.05 -11 132 390 403 3 N
1855:58
1856:58
17.51 -8 008 3s" 328 Hooded area
n9^
Evansville.Illinois
15.40 •2 301 360 335 3 L
18F7:58 15.00 -i 300 5 2
1858:57 14.811 0 T!'9 315 289 1	 l Orer 6rean River Over river
1859:57 14.88 305 283 3 L
Over f	 loos
1900:57 14.83 298 302 281
ContaRg	 t
thav're at ISK,
still m 15K run
1901:57 14.85 308 287 Z l
ve He`n^inob
and Ohio River Over river
1902:56 297 320 305 5 L




,.L	 1 EiM of 15K ran
14.30 358 310 290 0
1905:56 12.64 3 329 320 298
19 06:56 9.75 9 23% 335 330 2 L Over Wabash R1
_
1908:05 8.03 120 300 304 1	 R Over farmland
1909:05 6.20 14 112 290 298 3 R
1910:05 5.24 13 109 260 270 2 R 1910:584Over	 1	 R1	 r Over river
1911:05 4.60 230 232 1	 R
t-svi IM
	 e	 no
Ken rulogin 6K	 n
1912:04 4.82 14 108 235 237 6 R
912:	 ,Over	 io River
1912:27 Over xen	 non Freida Glw
19 11.04 4.87 260 267 3 R rossed a hf	 a
es a	 -
in	 stns	 t
19W04 4.55 15 107 272 223
1915:04 4.83
-
16 268 268 Over Green River Over river
n on cars film
Chan
1916:04 6.26 150 300	
_
303 1	 R Over fariallsk
^-
sw changed
1917:03 8.99 14 156 280 289 0




roto ntreck sane Course
1919:03 10.54 10 285 327 312 2 L Nast to Habash
1920:03
1921:02
10.38 284 335 316 Z L Over 
9r	 K
ran10.44 297 310 293
H
vor fermland	 Contoured
1922:02 10.47 10 '289 1	 L 1922:50•p!er xendersan. Ky.
River
1923:02 10.38 299 307 292 0 Abew Evansville
Variable so	 IRO t ure	 Ore	 eat;
thin ci streak
1924:02 10.39 301 300 285 2 L 1923:	 -
1925:02 10.48 1	 1
-
Z98 304 287 0
n
crisscross Wabash K





1	 l r Over river




fkmara	 nownavi . 10.?9 004 300 279 3 R 10 mf.	 N. of E4HR1	 1930:30 0WOM. field at 11	 'clock	 1930:30
1931:00 10.40 it 044 290 278 4 R
1932:00
1933:00
10.45 .10 133 280 290 2 i.
10.45 •11 176 0
1934:00 10.44 294 1	 L River
Iy4. 59 1 :;.45	 ' 285 297
1935:59







176 286 293 0



















Wabash and Qhlg__R tvon






11 1939:2"-Over Ohio Rive Cloudless; over river
16.'% 3


























LOCATION TERRAIN • CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
1942:58 17.32
-
-2 237 404 am 2L
1942:36-Ore, Ohio River
1942:56.0rer
W t field balm;
	 re% b, Im and	 •
look, stack tq le_f^t
contact
at 15,
1943:57 16.65 253 405 403
-_
_





16.23 0 Via._, 369 363 3 L
To Gt •• , ^TTTinots;^lo I^-
to left old eel to riot___
TuTfngiaoTie splril
to left
11.17 +2 316 365 12L
12.36 +7 364 351 4 L Ner Onto River Over river
1947:56 11.30 +9 219 323 324 --- -




1919:66 10.64 +12 189 260 270 0 Oyer Giro, Ill.








10.44 261 269 1 l
9 r^ - ?^er ten ncr t10n o
06sa .tee	 MtisisttDOt Rtrc
End of 1	 II




dart black foil Fotsture
10.46 260 27B
],J/:0 10.46 167 267 270 0
I W:OS 9.95 121 287 297 1 R
ass nq rev	 as SS W
into Ky.% Hickman. Ky. at Fr:ra•e change of soil




.^.e1 +12 046 1 278
1958:0.; 9 .84 I OLI 272 N	 1 a	 3 o'clock 1	 B	 area
1959:04
EW:04
9. ^ 9 285 267
3 L
-w9- ro	 7-	 t	 eveq.,
laer	 ttem	 .-1m
um eq n	 ea
tyrno begin 1	 12
9.85 +12 289 280 274
ZOD I:03 2&c
rocs nq	 ss	 pp	 rev;
Y.neMin	 E. to W
ZWZ:03 2.0 2711 4 L Over fields CMC counter^er3+d our







Orer ?art _!ton	 Ma,
o	 s rote
NR R-1nfL. Saturated
9 2 196_ 297
10.37 +11 17S 316 :24
7 • 10 as 172 325 1 332
:02 10.35 les 335 342
10 +12 191 341 NS t^
2009.18-Cris cross over
i	 i ^iiv r Over river
Crossed 	 n
2010:01 10.30 +11 340
2011:01 10.32 +12 335 342 0 u	 eke	 ri	 t
2012:01 10,20 205 330 332
a	 y
aver
2013:01 10.32 +12 211 328 333 1	 L
er	 rtr	 e.
MD. Black salake at 3 0'060
2014:01 10.30 207 332 0 Intense !rush fire Mead
2015:00 202 335 337 1	 L 201S:5MOrer Brea
-
Fire on 7 9	 screm,_
2016 .00 10.34 206 339
Bl y the, 	 e	 tee
3	 1	 k
017:00 10.31 196 333 0
201F:00
2018x9
10.34 190 332 336
er	 cc tf pp
C:eued river a aln _
n t Y of	 • ore
start of /9N6q10.30 II 171 335 746 O
M ftl0 i.	 o ,
ent of ,rtver_^ ^ titre o f forest Delou_








--..-- ^u_TrgiF3 0 cr^5 :T
	 -ITT,-of
Mifsiss, oDf 0.fver
205 332 334 is at	 II	 o'clock
_
2023:56 10.45 H1 206 320 321 1	 L To Y	 of	 Is







2025:58 10431 +13 206 281 3 L
tr Mfsstssippi
0.1ver Ore, +•fiver
20Y6:58 10.36 +14 208 275 279 1	 L
2027:67 2 L
2028:57 10.37 _ A 209 17 4 t
CAt^„ n-T"'T^r rm-;;ac4' oriaT s.a
 fft	 ft. iwlor	 _,. End of )*aal






1,.21 C52 268 266 a R Makin	 turn
IU.76 -` 048 280 _ 270 3 R_





















-Merpnt< eir s toff o„at 2




















































Over HPwgh	 yTennrssee .
10{038-b'IPr Ii Ft;tFlp{r^_
Qf	 r
 _.	 _  
---
Over iloadld aRa
 ,. --------- ._
SL^QI 	 St.
lever on i Y	 _
Ena of iK a1
_





10.35 • 10 161 370 366 0
21	 _
____ _•-,




15.85 •4 W 370_.._
398__




20.27 110 2 L _
!r L Amquil! mrier
wyme Ynder left wl per fire






Passed fire for Euhulo
2050:02 22.48 261 395 380 2050:08.0ver CKM Rf-
2051:02 22.42
_












 CY t vat" fields; comi al
 YP p a
feu 5c patches
1	 L Little ROCk.Ark. m left
2_05_5101 __22.41 -14 405 398 2 L
6re1n Ferry Res_ 28 eil.
to rl	 t
2056:01 22.3 261 {07 403 1	 L
2057:01 W_--_ 262 407 2 L




1100:00 261 Ala 1 107 Artanses River to left (w- fl	 formlsowi














2106;59 -	 _- 261 411 seal 	 (DW patches












2111:57 -- _ -- 2112:OB^Over Knsfi ld 	 Art _^___^
211::57 _ 120 411
Eufaula Reservoir bout 10
chutes a 10 Eu p.tlh.S
2113:57 412_ 1 R
2114:57 22.48 -12 268
_
370 357 Over Po4eu Ark. __ ^,
2115:57 20.05 -11 272 3 372
__
0 Over heovi lr ',coded hills























































































































NAM 0.7s 25 3" Zge no 2 It 1i	 -left fmt
2126:02 4.32 m 267
—
2137!02 3.70 27 3m 23S 210 row "Ola suttered tows
2t3402 3.13 1	 29 m 3 A
21n.0
Mal
2.71 30 331 1" 10





























Telsa Iatweattemal AIrsmrt Owes to




1514:01 0.72 In 1 L ISIS: -0wr frooft lift off
1515:01 1.75 X28 126 256 4l Made to feef8--cl	 only
pauf•	 cent lss
1516:01 3.65 •M 350 40
1517:01 6.14 *24 352 M 297 _ 3N f	 W
1518:01 8.41 +22 2 R Heavily me" ri	 Allow
1519:00 10. +17 357 1 310 S16 f	 ane
1520:00 11,09 *13 358 356 >ld Climbing to 31R
1521:00 12,51 *10 317 380 378 Roliial hills
1522:00 14.74 44 370 369 2 R
1523:00 16.40 •1 347 374 378 Famlood
ESSA Yw
to canr9a plane to-
1523 . 59 18.18 -3 346 3w 31" StnQtbd ahead
1524:59 19. -6 34 3 R Al ISM:	 lm
1625:59 20.28 -10 410 409 Ai Tw of .1wommolut at W ., lam ISMU
Jot possim! an
airport
1626:59 20.84 1	 -12 346 an 1 415 Shawl	 ci	 hills
1627:59 21,14 -11 702 396 14 R 1 In 1	 0
R tops or t
noo. cli+t
1520:58 20.04 347 421 411 lift, val-,	 needed hills t ci	 mra
1529:58 20.02 A C No a00 389 Thin bot dins• how l amer
ISM:58 19.99 -9 351 398 369 5 R Ri	 "lift. Vowed hilts
1531:58 19.97 -10 402 399 4 R
1532:18-0wr Yates C nter.
F10
	 Sall tows
1532:57 -11 410 405 Thick al	 1
1533:57 19.98 -10 418 I12 5 0.
e
b doDesYdt to OMoines am u so
di	 iaa tMve
1534si 20. -lZ 307 1 394 13 A
9 u1 1 •	 w.Sk•	 -100	 .'g1et.
new
C,	 • 1	 Over doYt
1535:57 22.16 -13 2'A 415 3 1	 L 1534.27-River vall	 -1636:17-LN!
	
^ RbuMas9
1535:56 22.30 IA 416 405 S L
1537:56 22.11 -14 14 4 4 { L 107 '1 o	 Y a t80rY n
1
8 b :	 n^awar
1538:56 22.36 -13 05 414 0
iS39:S6 ZT.95 -14 003 420 430 5 R IS39:46-6 Nn. true leeks
a	 Ys;
llriver nt7
1641:05 23.80 -IS 340 436	 1430 1540:06-Farm" Climbing
1642:05 25.21 -18 339 430 420
_
Grass 44mlond thin altucmul a 	 _ -
1543:05 26.OS -20 1 425 ATC	 1643:65
1544:05 26.85 -23 356 440 441 4 R
1545:05 24.28 -26 367 420 6 R South of Topeka ftay beneath law	 Snell Moon
1546:04 29. -26 3S6 436 424 3 R
1547:04 29. 366 440 422 6 R Forest AR Small	 below
Silos Ceerb
Correction
1548:04 30,49 47 446 43 Thick
1549:04 30.95 364 444 Farmland
5	 3 31.1 -32 363	 1 465 1 4S7 4 R Jest pused T
4di	 for ameba
k_
1651:03 31.05 343 180 5 R :oas • tt 2JRC
^ t wqf
	
•	 pwu Ys: patchy
1552;03 333 463
1553:03 31.04 332 466 4 R Altacm1
ISS4:03 31.02 475 463 rox. 06 N to OfthoroATAt Nagy	 Iw	 clouds in di stance
1655:02 31.00 470 447 6 R	 11 J4re1
1556:02 449 6 R 1656:3567 N t0 ORaha %RT Tw cloud desks aft R; farmland ay0!f rat	 rY/11 tuft at Wait
tOR. Will crass




i s.., 6 oar 166 6114/68
TR3E ALT Aql NAM AM OWT LOCRION TM W - CL WCWM CORYMM
LIT TERP
I
HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
tb m gaol IN hl 1`el igained fkYNrl MMSI bp.erl
1669:20-4ear Platte and "i
IS59:01 31.01 -33 341 464 451 6 R souri R. inteructlm: Mis- RltocumulYs Mud; river valley
sari River to right
- Mee as aA	 itteo^les -tops at
1600:01 31.00 466 456 2n; rolling to-land
Will follow Platte1601:01 470 460 i Cloud data hela • 	r te right _t
1602:00 469 Foreland
1603: ____ I	 ____ ____ ____ ____ _.__ 1602:50-Over 2 thick cloud 1	 K Chosew nay . film
16tH: Cresslows Platte River Relli	 farmland	 Iwo river
1606:Od I Over Wants, APIL. S of Illusion Slouds thicker below ci
- owe ayers a	 es -	 c	 r	 ;tap
16M:OJ 31.01 1	 -33 300 470 420 Over O•sM laver at 20K
1607:001 31.06 i	 230 465 401
at
1607:591 31.00 1	 233 4M 406 Farmland Level flight
1606: 251 475 413 1 R
1609: 31.01 257 480 409 0 hitter cloud layer
ru
clouds to 10K overNorth Platte
1610: 31.03 2S9 475 407 2 R
i - il: 31.02 406
Trying	 P c gown
1612: 31.03 403 as	 toStart desapdieg.
1613: 398 3 R 1613:20-Cloud thickness increasing te 1	 to do
1614: 30.66 460 30 1 R
1615: 28.66 -30 40 375 Y R
1616:6 25.77 -27 450 3% 1 R
a	 -t lalref
tt.9r -21 425 360 3 R 11 love;clouds bitlev here even air duri	 W
ap o1	 aver	 s
 22.11 -18 408 350 l	 n	 thin^21.7R-thin Go to fast tan
ver volley. s	 M
 19.45 -15 240 405 3S3 3 L • riverL Descending
16.98 -10 242 400 2 Over Platte River-1620:40 Comm down to whether cloud lower
14.31 -2 240 395 3 l 1:	 r_ Ni	 6 railroad, farmland
1	 tl +3 31 375 340 General Tie. Grand Island Ainwt
f6i
12.00 +7 2 330 295 Over Grand Island at 1623: Ci 1623:20-Poor fails
11.95 +6 310 275 Farmland, small Loan to left nrosettedmnwill ke
rmdo
12.01 +8 235 300 265 Ri	 rTall
aveandai	 mm	 a
6 12.05 +5 234 315 278 8 or 9 K; comas atow. Cirrus b rl ght,
5 12.06 325
y9: 0-Kearn	 atrnerc at
5 12.07 2b 330 299 2 l Y o'clock ve	 deck under coal trcte
Ri ver and M	 r.
1	 :5 234 328 301 3 L Platte River thin clouds	 la	 nallat _
1630:5 12.04 +7 262 325 297 0 Kuhn-thin cirrus above
L631.6 12.05 +5 203 1	 318 280 163	 -Kalmar. Nab	 r . Altocwlw above _
1632: +7 264 306 266 1 0. Thicker clouds below	 out of Ci thin Streak
p track 0
owned
3:'Pro m rag up	 a
_
1633: 265 304 269 2 R River	 or Elaood
1674:46 -
1634!66 12.07 +6 253 305 268 0 Continuino thin cirrus above row part	 tin
1636:54 12.101 256 310 273 •changefile
1637:0 12.14 +7 267 275 1 R 2ollifla hilts	 tow vegetation Asandin 	 to 12.SK
1I382N2 12.54 -8 265 304 1	 266 2 R Cultivated farmland
eg	 rosette
1639:0 12.50 +7 263 316 277 i R Water-(Johnson Lake) over M. Plato
ve grate.	 4 o grassland ,TT
1640: *6 274 sail	 hell is	 _ __
1641: +5 261 308 267
1642:00-App
roaching rarnr, es	 y
1642: 12.49 K 306 267 m cl	 below. sli ght by:e
ors. roea pwhe
1647: ..__ ____ . ___ __._ __._ ._._ 1642:48-War Fairness even bi
;644!9 12.60 +6
_
261 310 270 0 0, 
p
1646:0 305 1 R CMe^taoYU_
a	
in a week ago;
aw 
-at
Micr	 do1646:0 303 267 2 R lliighter Sol!now drying. hme
	 contrast
164 N 308 272 1	 1 R 1646:4641ava ind at 9 o'clo e -,
16 310 274 0 _ ,
1 .19:40-9	 Wanto(P
1649:0 270 Retwean N Platte 6 McCook Rolling grassland N mar Platte River;
ascendio9--Rod ul-ibrating now--turn.













LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
i	 ,«.	 °,	 I	 - i taaa ' re: a_a1a1 umm al I taaaaal
1 -. a a
-
:057 I	 .: y	 c 1L
^-
36r 7 250 - -3- Ri------ . alley _



































iE57:01 13.1E 280 284 iG R
656:58	 Over Platte River
1557:08	 Over Lee Bird Aort. Yet dasture/dru land
1658 _01 13.15 349 290 289 9 R
rev r
	 R	 tween














-Over	 n	 n Loop m
7701.00^ 3.63 3524 285 284 10 R River 1	 1/2 miles West of
Sta
p leton
Strip farming--(1701:30)- River valley dover Stapletonye
1e	 f2




Stapleton to N of
Arnold. 40 kts tail
And











- osture land, wheat. summer
-be
4,q n	 eg
_7'0:59 136.45 160 290 291 6 L neaea+ Arnold to Platte R.
1705.59 13.39 183 272
I ^
10 L
- o	 rag grass a	 s
1705:29-Rollin	 hills
1706:59 13.33 182 273 8 L
-




scant at 13.3K for
tarts entire leo
eL g^i d-lra Bowl
+3 181 285 272 9 L for last leg: tamp..1 707:52)
to be taken over
grassland, farmland
i town of N Platte



















1709:48-Gres Bland JS over N Platte 6
up valley between
N 6 5	 Platte Rivers
to	 eratuR





1711:38-Grass land e  rift ydry land left
,'i3
	 5.' i3.3 C .- I












er [Own o	 NOY	 lLte
265` to	 ra tuY!

































to rninq L. will
	 make
5 min, 	 run for JPL
with sun at 65o
way 1T-4-:26- a e




s _17.2.5 -3 U85 525 429 0 1720:06-Rollinaygrasstand
-- ---- - -- TA7S=G11'mbing 'in
..22	 05 I 1 d. 9d
{

























-	 - an	 s	 dr y lance re

















9	 4 2 4.42 v-
a	 n	 Sat












4A 5 min.	 run
streamers r mA ) 3
_	 _
5t eame	 c l revs
q
mag heading to 215°
^• H
175.^:TT. Ap;,rcac	 no	 a e
onavg^_v_n N Platte RivetMc	 o
_3' _ 3
:- -Yi T glv -"















A.10ng hillsI'! E ::•
4.2
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
U.T TEMP HUD SPEED
I
SPEED ANGLE
(K ftl i•C) (d.gvew (k­') fkn.Hl (.W-)
Patchy	 altocumulus	
"low;1719 02 ?j.4U -1^8 2141 AW Rated CiV
344 3 R
1140:21	 -Hills. h,qh-v and railroad,
1740:01 23.41 l - 	 93
-
rolling farmland 	
- ----- ---	 -
Over South P latte River; -F74O 31-le W
J^Q 405­ 367 9 R lesbi	 a. Colorado to 1.1t 1,
23- 441742.01
1742:30-Rapid City in30 
mi no te 
s
llinq farmland...... ...
lear sky me, iftotmiolus b low;1743:01 412 380
1744 :0C _ ?3,40 37 418 400
O^p 1744:38-o.er North Platte
RI Hills	 into river valle
1745:00 23.41 336
1746:00 23.42
-20 328 Qu 393 1745:20-Dry, roVino arassl4nds,
1747:00 23.05 329 430 408 8 A 1746:50-144 mi to Rapid City Nueeroul small likes
1748:00 22.98 330435 409 10 R
1748159 -19 440 8 A
Cl ear above, altocueolus below;
1749:59 327 1749:20-129 mi to Rapid City U-6, clouds far ahead
22 . 95 322 405 Alliance. Nebr. Airport to L
­ ,az	 &no	 at
rolling hills	 Coarse	 and deposited  by1750:59 ,
RW winds
TFR all-i t to
319 392 sea sand hills with
I TY camera
1752:% 322 403 9 R
1753:58 442 406





Platte to All iance
1754:58 2233 326 443 410 Over Niob rara River Small river	 oll ey





















rossed 3	 lot, border- ..dlng for Rapid
1758*57
---
-20 331 442 419 8 R
at ,	 .C,.k
Citz
1759:57 330 440 421
1800 _ 57 425 7 R 47 mi. to Rap id Cit y Gettinq i nto thicker cloud
1601:56 22.59 450 433 R­ 8
1802:56 22.52 7 R Over bri gh t. thick ill toc umulus






22.50 330 -4271904 , 56 -7R -Cheyenne
___.-__
r-Ri-ve-
1 ^!:.21-1 l ,orl	 A
1805:56 22.49
2'
425 Re Did C i ty to left Or 	 rolling hill,
1806:55 -L2.47 423 Farniands along stream
3 m i from R apt	 C ity VORTA C




432 8 R 18R09_15-Dry, hilly farmlandHlSwOrth AF B
be, 
Z5,	 . thent
1810:05 22.49 -21 262 442 374 I	 R National Park----








:48-Over Piedmont, S. Oak._ Hi ghwa y &wdlj town
22 . 50 -20 Black	 Hill,1812:04 1	 445 376 HeWIV wooded hills	 (Black Hill,)
Sra	 " 
f5 
0	 -	 ' 
be,.;
1813:04 258 _175_ 1813,40-Over Black Hills can see , f	 s t re ams
ev
251 0 ahwa v	 (1814:28)1814!04 1
1815:03 245 3 L
1816.03 22.35 -21 465 396_
__
2k­ Wil I I be 9,0192 under 10SRS -Of C i	 hi iih-ay -Star[ ­t 	 c I i e -^31 K-
24048 -22 470 _195 3 L 94
m i ,  to C-v Woman VORTAG
.v,erWyowi-g­-­-1817: 03
26.95 ---25 665 2 L1818;03 2,44 Small	 river 
R.d-,h.rgd to	 lowm	 to1819:3U-9--F- Trazy WOMN
1819;03 28.53 -30 250




2571821;02 .	 ..... Yo,gh	 erai,^da A_ Level	 off at 31K
-T9"-77-Zcnt'r:a1T -
1622.02 31.21 -37 496 404 1	 R Hills	 and	 a0lies ahead 45' to our
path
1873:45	 Thick	 cl ou AS	 5 w1n.
5 256 600 -41 2 0 Sma"	 avers




Z -EeoI T 	 Tm'4.1
-7
.3




















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER CDMMENTS












t	 .... _..	 _	 I
u3c	 N-tqe	 c	 ae	 Ri.e
,rrro































103	 :3b -OW,	 umiTs - toos	 tt t7
	 i0K
inbu,tii,hs h,th snow ahead

















Flatte	 to	 a t_ny over river
Mountai31 09 _





109 2 R Boman;	 er Biq Hr •	 M 
^v
° n rem
1838:58 493 406 '•	 R Tenslee	 Wyo. to l eft Over river	 _ .ontrail
1839:50 262	 492 410 2 F_ Nunerous gullies .	1839:30	 Red soil
1840:58  494 814 _ ___ R1	 Horn River-1841:38
415` Farmland aloe	 hi ghway in river Valle841:57 264	 495 J	 _
1842:51 260 414_
1043:5; 494 413 1	 R Bright cumulus below, contrail above
measurewen s
1844:57 259 492 418 Cirrus 10' above_ obtained b	 Kuhn
1045:57 4_19 Thick clouds below-to s at 20K_
1846:56 -31 256 495 422 u 1846:10-Who throc9h vapor of $ame kind
1847:56 31.11 494
184x. 56 257 496 42C 1	 L_
1849:56 .38 499 423_ 1850:38-Over snow-capped mwntains






31.11 ?55 495 423 1 Over heavy snow_
^ 1	 l 1854_30_Over alt4cunul us45405
1055:05 31.12 1	 251 50C 422 1 2	 L
1856:04 31.10 -38 265 499 421 1	 R Still	 over clouds
1857.05 31.12 266 496 420 2 R * over Heart Lake Over lake
1358:04 247 1	 L Over Lewis Lake Over lake
1859:50-la cason Lake at 9
7859:04 31.09 221 495 438 6 L o'clock Kure rous smell lakes
- ast scan	 or
1900:0) )1.10 637 I eye n
1901:03 31.11 436 1901:50-Lava beds	 in	 10 min. Over r iver
1902:03 31.13 4% 1 437 5 L 1902:58-Over letcn River Rollina farmiand alon g river v611e
1903:03 31.12 433 1903:20-Cirrus below	 above saine Mi ght_ _
1904:03 495
1905:02 31,13 496 6 L Over rives__
1906:02 495 436 ,lout	 of thin Cl
190 7: 02 31.12 436 4 L
_
Over small	 town, over highway
- o over	 a
fields after wane
correct
1900 C2 31.10 i36
-
496 427 2 L
-- er river
Over small	 town :	1908:32	 Ciy to left




Idaho Fa 11s	 Ilaho
n .1 ,, be aw;
famland over dnr-land ana 
-_-"'- - r can	 a	 s	 .as. pone coma an
1910:01 425 near ROCagi L, Ida"o at
it -'Clock _
910:314 .. volcanic flail to go over Crate"
of the Moon




Still	 under cirrus;	 To 	 hills	 a	 llias











1913:38-Atari[	 Cit v,	 Ida.
to the right 19!3:50-(ver road
19! 4	OU 31.13 229 a9a :77 
< l._
1913:58	 Over law beds
11, 14 1914:45	 wore lava fields on Ty screen!91',	 ;n; 231 495  4!7 7 L ___
31, It 1J9 =Y7
..	 ..	 ^.	 -_.









per Crete's o1 thf Moo






...._ ...-	 - .1'91 E^ n) T6 4 - CT Tau,Datcc7y Tt"+S'Sa ove; : - ivyp Tcc
.91E-59 215 4r6 443 _ _ ci mu4	 It _.. Q of lava
31.12 -39 221  1919:10_ per more lave4'.9.59 500 439
_ 
'.'YC:	 SY 3':..! -t6 2kL 19y :3i :
19; O.1 E-Ove r	la+ol aw torra'>







































31.15 L8 23 1
---- -















-38 1927L.38-kh)Idaho 	 eft
V .15
203 6 L
Over river, farmland into Mountains
31.16 -37 451 I. clouds
1930:57 31.16
_













about cl oud  cover
- -
'933:DG 1	 31.16 204
-
451 5 L
y go to Palo Al lo-
at altitude
19A:&H0IS 31mI5 203 496 449
er





204 4% 447 7 L Thin, faint cirrus PAWS
193P :05
 
220 428 4 L
Batt]. tnw-	 mou taint belomcoRd1938:35-0,.r Im
495 435 1 1 11
1.04 434
Over Ind,,	 ndan 0,y1g.0 
t
R. in 1-- ­,ins Over river ( 940:381
1941:04 219 504 435 6 L
1942;04 31.16 220 495 437
1943:04
1944:04
-35 494 434 Cirrus above, below-thick altocumulus ahead
Over river
eave shwa MetPlace
_34- 212 490 443 7 L
1945:03 31.15 211 491 444
1946: 03 6 L
1947:03 445
1948:03 212 1 494 451
1949:02
1990:02
495 454 7 L
Over thick altostratus;	 temperature of
jef'rus dock-400_





31.15 502--- 463 5 L 1951:30	 rson Sink In 5 min Thin clouds b.1w. tome
c 11"t data








-34 513 6 L 1.2 miCar- Sink._f- Thin cirrus prior to Cars. Sink
-
213 502
.... . . . .
5	 L
31.17 SOCL Canon Sink
1959:00 -33 ?06 $01 467 . 6 k
1w 
-Appmach^linnJoT­
Urson Ai Cirrus below
2000:00 204 505 465 Fair skies above, cirrus below;
over Take. many small	 islands









465 6 L Z002:38-Ner Fallon NAA5 Cirrus. Over airfield thrown clouds
climbing-_31.67 416 5
2003:30-Beneath cirms;











ROUT', a`0-Lake Tahoe front
2009.20-33, 
from Moffett
33.13 507--- 468 2006.30-0-y-1 Plight	 Iud
like33.12 1 500	 1 162














felt	 t tit., then
nevi 	 film02!









7M A :30 -7^ mi nr;ts rr.
it




	 m in.tes from M. 7f,tt
-39 1
l




ta- to left A rIQht (2018:58)
45




















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMAENTO
2019:04 23.12 -39 219 503 476 4 L 19:J0•FO	 t barren lend
2020:04 23.11 502 479 5 L
acraaento	 a	 eY	 2020.60•
Stockton a t 1 o'cl	 k








1 500 412 4 L
Sac,nun o ...... to r	 t;
San Josomin. left Flmland
2022:04
2023:04
33.10 495 473 3 L I Over Manteca	 Wifornia Over city. eves
475 4 l Mntern Sa rawto Valle
Veaetati0n; antd to  v`rT	 a'"a1d'-
I	 re	 Uted .m..




r cane s en	 racy F .pert
Over swil lake.
2025:03 224 491 414 2024:50-28 ei froe Moffett Over river
2026:03 33.08 -38 228 468	 4 L 2026:48-Over Cali,	 Iles, Per lake Oetundirro
2027:03 33.12 486 471 Over city.
2028:02 32.70 1	 219 480 459 3 L I 2028:5 -Swll 14ke at left, eowtti-
2029:02 29.05 -33 154 485 488 1	 L 2029:52-Swll lakes at left and rt	 t
2030:02
2031:02
25416 -25 Ole 4 493 0 2020:12-Sit
	
L left
22.30 -19 068 450 469 1	 R Overl k	 r M
2032:02 18.32 -I1 070 435 447
er sw	 a;	 .	 .yen
at 17.SK 6 14.SK • thin cims below
20;3:01 15.14 -3 081 410 420 1 R 2033:11-14,5 hen layer
2034:01 11.82 r2 185 396 381 2 l 34: 1.Over river
Power
failem
2035:00 10.92 t8 298 306 286 2 0. Iwel
2036:00 9.62 tl 269 285 267 1	 l Nor lake	 molr
;037:00 8.3 _ 274 260 Fml and	 2037:40 • Omr ht	 n
7.66 .13 91 2 2 l nI in rev
	 a, 	 .pane Y woo
203900 6.27 tl 2 1
2010 . 36 4.53 +18 297 206 05 1 L
011:00 3.39 +19 259 179 0
2042:00 2.40 120 265 U3
r
fallvm
2043:00 1490 122 312 153 4
2044:00 1.01 314 143





TIME ALT AIR SAAG AIR OROUI%► DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN - CLOUD COVEtt COMMEM
U-T TEW HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE I
IM Taw wri (. n) (`CI ld.^...o
-
lb-hill (kaa.) lapff.i
1813:07 0.11 s22 722 185 0
er	 rrw.y;	 a	 np	 or
hills Y	 of .at. Aft.	 _--_









1815:00 3 /l 127 N7 211 257 0 h,.r frae v- _
P6 Z R1616:00 3.86 M. 292 der rie/rl lY ,^q.afa h111s__- _Yindo+i i^i17/T. _
1817:00 1.71 425 248 289 287 1. 7, 	. _ der roN_-
	 -
c n .ant spa
2% 2911818:00
1820:13
6.01 +21 2% 3 R
Ov,	 tr.a.; soc k; C1 stlwr ---	 -	 -
Sc W wl top I.Sk;




6.ck on6.17 +20 212
_____
351 335 0
__ __-_ _.. 
_
--^.__ __ ti	 -- TowTTitl"n___^
1821:00 8.62 +10 _ 2it 315 320 1 R St rr^rf f9w. (1821:10)	 __ In (1821:10)
1823:00 12.39 +13 199 366 312 4 R
1823:59 11.61 +9 1 362
T;6. Ifn	 N
IMe_taier f111ure
1:59 16.21 +2 200 360
n s9ofe^f ^i
	 i1To .ma, clowds
hyal-in u- L1WS;_
1625:56 17.20 0 219 376 ihl ,1 	 I a6o... $t balm




0 Cain9 to th1ck,It_^,
19.10 -1 220 0
-^_,
In	 a out Win Ci; clear wrr ./cI 7;6?




Ci to INt; thick Ci sherdMd:57
rr nn
norkin ; pound too
W9:57 21.% 1	 -13 123 1
_




33.60 . 14 222 111 /W 1 L1630:56 tt	 t	 819.0 CI
1831:56 25.22 - 18 2"21
V -_----- - ^^26.50 •21 222 121 7% 5 R1833:05
1834:05
-
27.36 .23 1	 221 127 104 It R
..	 a.c o-Ti17- t.or at 27.3 k









On ta,7 of C4;	 ps unfoaniFle.r Uove
-	
ta
It.ny Clow. blow wn
- ;,Trr ^ar-
W .ark is5 qlf30.28 -W 189
. _
133 392 3 R
f	 ."tc 3. at.
.o.o ri hale





^CsQ CC	 t	 Iw	
__....-.__. _._e._-_ ---
_--
31416 -3" 16S 41;
_











_ _ dr. Cu'	 I	 LRO	 w114 6311!	 be7	 ^an is 3c st TP-^.Ror noC-'31.08 161
 116
I845:59 31.07 163






-_-__ -____ ____.___.___.._ 
L. 51e1r .Ww; SI Wlo. 	 ttt.f-, ^rii Ieryy
.st St; is o(lie: t
	 eur vt Ci
In d,st.nc. i











1853:56 416	 __ 1	 R ._
._..._...	 -____	 .	 _.	 -













_ i5t	 uldTil inp lops. . lenyt sny b^i^lli. Tnrar eres!e an -
1900:03












---- ---- ---- --- -- ----
190z:00
---- ---- --- ---- _- .__.




.... .... .... .... .... ...
-
tYlny_pst . at 1963_
- -	 --	 - - -	
-
will t.kf Ise .fry
1905_00 71.06 33 IGn 410 41/ u	 _ -	 _ 20 at.. 9-511 2Y-
I90S: 59
St	 tel aY, 1635 1 :i, ­GS of CI	 -
I qck, S9 411 a.wm a/,
1%11 .18 41: der	 Is land4 SnLa aloult Mlo` 141Mdr t.nMt W
rrnelyd M p.ntm
47
TIME ALT A7R MAO MN GROUND M" LOCATION TERRAIN - CtDSA ODYE22 COImRMT!
UT TE►P IEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
t. ^, t.	 r.. •c•  ts.w u.aa (.hall 1.44r..H
taa<-., )1_%ro -)) 14 470 413 1	 P
i B(rA'! 1 411 0
1911:	 5: 414
IBIi	 % It	 0) 474 413
1912 56 472 115 1	 l
 
It: 0
..__^1917:56 , ..	 _....  . ^p_t ; ^1lfr nfr ,/^  i111e:041-
470 415 1	 L1915 _OS P'.92 _ 'ff
._
19:6:05 11,18 17 'fL-!S,l.^l„i
1917:04 21,05 173 471 411 0
1518:01 11,06 41) 1	 1
119:7 31.02 471
1920;03 11.09 172 '72 4	 1 1
1021:02 31.01 171 1 0 clear awe, Wif womfift bellm
1922:02 472 f1st	 Our




St deckN+N6 Met &I ft;zrp	f/ at tt (Ni




1Z 1 169 407
1,x{7:5
t"
167 166 401 1
192:5- 196 447 406
167 499 4011929:58 •Str4t.s
















1440 W 112 St tP1+tn1n	 m C1 KfIM
1947:W
1942: V _ _ SAM 7- krgtf
194_7.0









411 0 -"A, L '; 167 470
.	 ..	 kOK6lneW4: T..., iier.^,^
1946 ul 407 1	 R
-	 ....
._._-_____ IU n1Mr[fs .PHf )O IMt4
1917-:;i
I9A6. il.lV
t	 P _!sw. • _ -- _-- _---
_
.__---- n,,. dn...	 ,a ►..a6. 441
a Owr Poi. 1n_51y^..._ttfM_ ".-14w.s -31 tw4 [1W 7 VIft4
t	 S _ 73 SUF114FIt to	 t1	 - _
^'+,. - _..- - _.	 - _-_._!___ ;ulna orer S(	 C.ai^[t ( I .N_.rHt .. _
i6Ee [N
Iv:s 469 ',tlil	 .Ylr	 S[ .t n[([1r es.M.6.
46
..8a6 1 ., ..r5+.4 I., r
1 19! 0
' L rx P. + .s t	 St .Mk	 Pe.!	 wer ri
-- --	 - -	 --	 -
--	 - —--y{^- 	TV
1	 k ft.t..	 tti^Y	
i,
-	 - -	 -_
_	
-
20 win,	 f.p TrPnt( Oi
—	
_
-^ ^ ^•.^ R+t ,a.: 4t.! •tTr 9u. W...
N1.e- M10 aM V9
6fuct+nq
48
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN - GLOW COVER cokiwws
UT TEMP I KAD SPEED
SPEED ANGLE I	 j
K)
__1 .here) (k­ ' ("W—)
_"3G_:04 3	 1 still
ZC.Cb ' W
+
46i 41 1 2L
--------
2176 C2 a7 5 4 l
__
Over a —1 1 erca with Patches of Clouds.1017: 02 4%1 4i4 4k— 52009:01 41
2010:01 -31 469 411 3 L 511'ht course ch.q.
2011:00
V, Z 4 L
20":
minutes 
"u" I'," —an 
reflecting cl ouds
M2:0 31.1 1 1' 4ft 411 di rec t I
	




2014 53 i 412 2014:30-15 mrn. from 23- ft- t'all 
y 





ai that pt. will	 by
highest sun
 angle
CAR needs to r6l]
1, to
 get




1 474 420 Still over sun glint2013;57
2019:56 -32
-Ei-
2C-10:56 -3i _±L,4 423
CM sweeping
2322 , 05 a22 through 
" 11"t^











'024:042 29.93 -3Q .5" passing sun glint
CAR f ield of vi ew
.5.
maneuver—ve	 e;re






I :6 5 4 L Clear below
76 =­W.rk re -
questto go dowr to
surN 
c 
I of l ower
deck
2027-"3 3104 -30 424 3 L
4 L
2_,9:02 469
200,02 -31 474 432 3 L At	 latitude 2:	 C' No clouds as expected-center of low exhaust by Marlat,
03.: 51 -	 N. in tne
475 425 1	 L t'.p"'
Z032 J1 31_50 -^73 2
19F 4-, , 45C 2 L2033:0 I!t­ t of planeC,R reading 9.94
Wts
-, I-C7 5 Thin clouds below2034 453 5ca l erever sun
c	 1.	 Me
—, is on s un Q111t
we l l 	 below sate;
d o
2035:__ 31=J" 085 47' 4ic 3 L
027
"7 5;" 1	 R
A ban k	 no!-




hasdi3-203a 5 I 332 4 A persel-pilot can'tfollow	 it




_2-—- - -- - -
4SC 4R,























































to stratus deck due






plan. Ascent to 37K.
Requested 20 min,
run to view Solo
3 R
 _ 499 sun glint
340 498
_







501 Clear; sun glint
s	 p eY	
sat 65	 elevation
s^ s then head to Rem
and Lake Tahoe in









2059:58 1 1.36 -32 487 513 13 R
2100:58 32.86 -34 418 500 5 R 2100:30-Ascendirq
2101:58 33.90 -36 470 486
—2102:57 34.34 -37 I 476 3 R
2103:57 34.86 -38 479
2104:56 35.65 -40 1 475 Approx.	 .6 cloud cover
2105:56 36145 -dl 342 470





471 503 5 R
_—	
.— t ZT^6sen
sun until	 2210.	 650
elgvation of sun at
37 K
37.31 475 506 43
2 1 10:04 37.28 480 507














































































































































-Le' ft­T rn ^ _e













Epley It JPL 
ready





2150:56 331 476 492 2 R
will go l eft
30










T "" on47!327 478 497 2 R
2157:03 480 sm- 3 R
so ar a ere	 on
?158:03 $01 2 R
215V:02 481 1 500 3 R
2200:07 32^ 460 199 2 R Complete St undercest
War elevation 650
4L, ten t.i s..l,	
run
2201:01 501
2202:01 Soo Complete ;loud cwer below
2203: 00 481 502 elevation 650 001
2204:00
2205:00 492 501 this run. committed
to turn at 2210
2205:59_ -46 481 503
2206:59
2207:58
— 482 501 R_I of Clouds belCW_Edge




-Tr—_v Fn—gTo get more
time. me"'.
2210:57 325 483 _^00 2 R
























480 483 2 L




































051 476 8AL__ L_I __ __










22Z9:30-6 min. from Oakland
-
_
Over thin cirr.cuinu­	 (2228:40)
053 2229:20-Past cirrus-thin c irrus W.w
2230:58 052 477 484 r, cUca"umei ;^ li	 t y
tly
51




TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
ma sec
2231.56 31. 2 1 48 051 480 485 5 L approaching the :oast 5t,-U6
2232:57
-_
049 471 2 L  2minutes f-
MI-W 473 _3
2234.56
2?35:56 -49 045 498







j2 ciTsp:t 30K at L ike Berrye—
no clouds	








481 493 Travis AFB to left Over Riven Headed for Rem
2240.04 037_  5()0 Branchi	
r'm -TwiA tnu tos 
am	
r --




7242:03 022 480 499 1	 L canseeOr $4. J^jl y_JrDU^ _Ju. Y' llLi_
243:03 017 478 500 Over Central 
Valley WV'	
hi.. bgv. -over Mrbal
Over McClel l an AFB and TFT	 Most Y'CCs2244:02 026 498 0 to
2245:02 031 478 499 1	 L 511 ty beyond Sacramento_ ougrjown	 2245:21-Th i n Cs below a/c Ma=1—
2246:01 064 477 _ 489 2 L 2246:28-04 er a lake	
— Lm muntairs	 224 :50-Thick Ej




2248:00 37.28 476 _ 484 N r Sierra Nevada Mountains 2248:20-cirrus thinning.
2249:00 37.29 072 475 486 Cs to us est. 36K i clear above a/c
2249*59 37.30 435 2 L
2250;59 AL6. 489
Thin Cs and Cl belw h/c - over
I
2251 : 59 478 490
mmolmntua li y-li .. to I. It— 
Cap
ped
mtns. visible occasionally thru clouds
CAR my be looking
at A/C cortrAil












3 L 2253:20-Cumlus build-up ahead & at left2253:,' 484 494
Will cl 	 [Ti 	 39K
& fl v above clouds
2254: 57 1 495 1 2 L I -Thick cirrus below with W cells_22	
-
'^











2256:56 39.06 452 460 Over




2257;56 39.25 -52 090 460 472 Ci over a/c
Holdi ng steady at39K
2258:55 39.22 3 L
2300:05 -53 148 470 471 1	 R I




_ L4g 7jV Thinner cirrus bel ow, surface visible
2 R thru Ci-Cu ahead2302 :04 39.24 -54  263 _566_
39.22 270 476 4 R Over Cu tops 39K2303.04 446
2394.03 39.20 -63 269 478 448 1_Lu_ll^kl ear a"Ve
005:03 268 454
2306-02 3 R Over intersecting hiohways
2707:03 456 Cs below a/c-over	 h.C.ppdd —tain,
Stocking wire 	 In














2310:02 39.19	 1 . 53 229 481 452
L) 39.18 230 482 448
2 71 2 :01 490
78 444 Z R
_229 475 443 - 1	 R Ci & Cs below






437 Ov er dry farmland




I*'-ryess  then onto
Menlo Park
2316.59 35.58 -50 239 464 443 2 P
--- - -------
river beds	 2316:09-Cl	 at 31K
33.04 -46 23 8 470 449 5 RZJJI i:58





etops of the Ci;











































3-R- Over railroad -	 tow.. at right
-^ ve, e-
again for CAR
M 7 T T	 Vp p -ro a c hTr, g I -ak e








fo	 k. Ilern esk__L _	 __ _ _ ____
Over mountains
iC	 W^ , -v_Oen 1#,	 (2323!j6)e__jo__	 _	 _. ..... 4 61
31.00 4 73 2324:25-Lake over	 rrys_ - over riverStill 	 LC _
2327:51 31.03 111 411 411
7T2F_­WT7_. Ching.
in navigator camera;
*Ili. go over center
of	 k. to MW,
Park _then to Moffett
2328:06 257
328:16 31.02 256 428
2328:26 31.03 216 422 3 R




2328:55 159 460 415
2329:05 , 1 2 L Li to s 27-281( over take center
2329:15 l 129 455 420 3 L
2330:05 121 459 428 1 4 L
2331:04 31,02 IYJ 462 430 3 L 2331: 45-Pass down middle of
lake
2332:04 136
Ove r  _S
2332:2O!nC-" *20-[Darin 	 v'1T"1`,l.,d Mater short at 2332:45
2333:04 31.03 135 69 439 _p%1_ 91.71 7Menlo









2335:03 30.18 _ -37 185 455 413 1	 R






2337:02 28.39 198 406
I










01 28.05 -31 189 449 412 Over Richmon d , Calif. Over 
_90 sow Cc - over city







0 2339: 41-C rrocumailus	 to ri	 t
-Yry ngb ga, 'o-
water (2339:41)
28.06 151 2340:50-Thicker cirrus . ground not visible
124 439 2 2341:40-Over San Fran. .,rW
2342:00 28.05 121 436 1 392 Over water monl,or
2342:59 435 401 3 L 2342:30-Comina to Menlo Park Some Cc below a/c; no c l ouds  above







2344:58 25.07 _._LB_ 37L
_
438 41S  
_


















15.39 -4 022 440___ 432 2 L Over	 ItL_
































2.63 422 129 2355:20-0- water	 2355:50-0ver land
6
1.11

















LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOW COVER COMMENTS
OUWuo 140 5L071__.22
54
""~^^ "~ '" `'=
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR DRI" LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
'j.T TEMP WAD SKIED
SKED
raop , on a/c Power
1 6,11,4	 8 1 10 will
fail
doppler set for
not , working for
1.6 240 215 CL1805: DO -22 r/coast
3.55 ^28 311 255 264 (1805:50) Over highey and canal1806:00
ISD7:00 5.34 -?4 3D9 270 28J 3 R (1806:50) Over 001.nd
Bay lbridoe
Clear skies above and below at 1807:40
5.98 -23 310 2.18 1	 R1308:03 Over water, cmin? tst-tus deck,
1809:03 6.04 +24 276 288 2 A (l.w.) Over thick coastal str,t.s;
(1809^501 Leave
1811:04 6.05 -23 1	 332 (over cit,
1812:04 6,35 +2^__ 336 300 liver ^an Pablo Bay Over water





1814:05 7.99 334 293 295 0
Over ^2aga.LCalifomia
no clouds over Lake llerrvess4 ter of Lake Berrims ssa
1816:56 11.14 +15 352 357 4 L
1917:06 130 31 +11 009 3 L 0— oodd —leill
functionino this
1818:57 15.02 -7 329 355 354 5 L Over Lake B.rrye... water Bottm edge of Tv
mnitor looking




16.50 .3 321 L1819:58
1820.58 !7m&2 0 359 3 Over river
1821:58 18,65 -3 385
1 822: 59 1904 409 Ov ,
	
small	 airfield




2 .'clock Ove	 "chards1823:59
20.92 -10 40Z 404 Sins 11	 1	 e at	 left1825:00
1827:00 1 22.11 -12 280 425 425 2 p Coastal str.t,	 deck ahead; over highway
26.54
-21 3031831:02 441 450 2 R
27.21 -23 306 455 462 (1832:30) Cming over coast Coming over —stal stratus a,1832:03 Will	 take one hour
_26.75 -26_ 304 A6L 64 1	 R1834;03 er coastal	 stratus in
29.46
-28 465 465 2 P 0835;45) Dyer water just (183S;45) Water^ over st,at,s; t	 ker1835:04
Ji,10 30 71 Water cp #,t.,LBI^T:C^k 467 Level	 flight
31 476161EL- 0_5 _^_74 1838.4E	 r hole in Llouds




I I '.— I ­






























448306 465 (1451:30) Ocean surface rough; cloud






111d11, clouds In dllt.m
Inversion at about
I K;	 ATS-1 941.1^
lit' be 
gin picture
taki ng ..* 
y 
20











1901;04 470 446 1 R
1902 445 1	 R
1903:05 31.09 468 446 2 R




1904:56 31.09 307 468 448
1905:56 170
1906:57 306 468__
1 907:57 31.10 17 4 70
F4
446
1908:57 3_ 412 4 (1908:40) Cirrus at f 1Qht 1­1 and Maher Will cwt under
cirrus and
 request
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR GROUND DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN • CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
LIT TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
IM min marl (K ftl i•C) ida9raavl IYn meal IYn of 11 Ide9rM1
1130 SL 31.15 -'+ 371 1	 d/^:: 40." 6	 I ' In	 rrus _	 __	 __




JVL	 111	 have 20 min.
at Q4A.1 _____
1932	 ,7
1933:58 fa :. 468 486 6 R
1934:50 470 R6	 a one	 jr.e 	 beneath	 n.ther I
1935:58 12b 474 (1935:40) 229 miles
	 to
_ 50eN, 1301 _	 _
1936:59 323 470 481 7 k Still	 in	 clouds











6 k (1940:30)	 in layer of cirrus, cloud deck
above
-341941:01 495 7 u
31,46 -35194202 466 494 Clear	 skies above
31.89 -361943:01 470 501 Cirrocumulus; alto—lus below Emerged from th i c.`.
clouds;skieclear	 s,
pos y
 oly left a jet
stream
32.25 -371944;02 480 507 On top of clrrvs deck
32.89i9d5:02 511 8 R OcOan to left
1946:03 35.63 -40 322 475 509
34.651947:03 41 I	 323 460 :UO 9-k 0	 f	 1rrus;	 cmingto clearskies CII rob'ny	 to	 35	 K.
1948 : 03 35.11 42 Ili} 470 502
1949:04 -43 32Z 500 10 k Coming up on clear skies Tegwrature and
water vapor have




1953:05 -44 522 9 R 10	 'in,tes	 left
rn 
 
tn ie leg	 __
195356 10_?.__ ______... _.__.__... _...	 ..	 .	 .__
7954:56 475 , 2. IId 9^ knots at
7390
 I doppt e r Wer-
ned
-451955:57 470 523 9 N
35.161956:57 475 524
1957:57 525 l0 k Rltostratus	 at	 2	 o'cloc^ 3 c.i nu [es	 left	 o
this	 119.	 Nk' of	 low;
]
C Oldest	 dnd	 dtle4t
at -spne a we've nap
19 57 9 P
1959:58 4.0 29 Lver water_
2000:59 _8 V	 _ f'.d	 of	 tnis	 le-2
35220UI:59 35.15 47U ,j 3 u !2001:09)	 T	 rued	 at
50° N.130o M; new
heeding to be 079 0 ;
ew
 de •	 490
774 n•	 miles
3 c . 162002:59 048 460 53L 7 l
0872004:00 418 481 12	 1,
2005.00 052 4rL ,. 389 i	 L 257 veil	 tU	 49''02'	 N.e Lorrect+on to mb9-
netic nead i_y_091_
2006:01 097 411 463 14 t
2007:01 35.20 09E 475 46' 13	 L Ie3	 f,U.	 43	 12'	 4,





2010 02 38'. 4C Mind 5oeed 88 knots
230 0 IUUOOIer.	 Re-
'aulStlnV to detve'Id
to altostratus
2;11:1:3 47: 12	 !




TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR GROUND DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
UT TEMP WAD WEED SPEED ANGLE
•1 ­ 1 (,, In ( •c ("g-) th-W (earwas)
203 U4 -10 in" 47S 475 11	 L n ") Jus t 	adV0. l3c	 2',
Island coas t WaUr/land
2014:04 21.66
	 I . 41 094 500 513 10 L





5 2.1 19 459 470
V­,	 p.,e	 shdow2017 Js -15 09U 440 8 R Changed navigation
film
2020-. 1# 15.94 -6 085 400 412 10 t still in cl-S --
2020 :58 15.02 .4 398 8 L
20,1.58 14.96
-3 087 375 392 12021:20)	 In	 altostratus Will ascend and
go to to 	 of ci rrus





- 1--l- .... ..	 . -3-9-9	 _.._9 L-1












2028,01 , 14.89 -4 
-
4U 194
18.742029:01 -5 090 403I 416 6 L
2030:02 20.55 _11 085 400 420 7 L W.Qp* clouds Sun barely visible
2031:02 21.23 -12 427 431 3	 1 - Halo around sun,
DrownQvm 	 blue
outside
2032:02 22.52 .13 432 440 4 L Soft S ky visIble bel ow thicktr cirrus;
holes 1, medium--cirrus comin
g
2033.03 24.09 -17 440 456 5 L Cirrus above .. coming but of middle Cal See Ski thru
clouds holf	 in	 ..d,
2034:03 25.34 -20 101 442 --
194 W) C 1
	 r1k,2035: 04 463
"136.04 28.32 -25 110 4 45_
.272037-0' 29.86 106 445 Cirrus above, 0- Sky above thm W.
------ j E ci rrus  _
•Cirru, thi,ksnin6	 ­rnsd31.10 -31 105 443 4 4
05 32.24 .34 M 411 412 1 01:30) Lrotsing Ca-des g round and mountains ahead; tower, clouds
W."sh'n to,, thin..,
2339.56 33.15 -36 443 438 Cirrus top about 33.9 K; over water/coast Kuhn getting 9.W
clov, data
:040:56 34.10 -40 440 441 6	 L Out of cirrus -- good top value;
J4.84 .41 Q98 . - 44 5	 t at 2 o'0Rq !^aLktid. flR .^j !jypl^	 ...	 ... . . .........	 ........ .
2042 L7 35,24 4 3 450 457
2043 57 35.15 . 44 099 460 465
















tj 1046.59-G., Ltq 5_qqQ7 ......	 ..
_4-, 09. 35S 3St
n;A5 .29 "' 91- 330 343 ...	 .	 .....




I L 114 10) , B. gin^2051
I Z
58
F1,11t B Uay 170 6/18/68 It mtirwed
FWE ALT AIR MAG AIR CAWX D DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN- CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
UT TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
N min sac) (Rfl) 1.11 iMpahu (ama) lanalal (dw-)
2057:0'1 29.09 -41 142 340 320 5L
20 ,19 U3 29.10 070 34$ 362 2	 1




2100: 04 29.13 192 360 324 3 l
-	 --	 ---
2101:04 29.11 289 332 5 R Del	 ndlog.	 Tum-
..____
ing to mag.	 head-
2142:05 28.48 -3U 307 347
2103:05 26.70 -2a 303 358 342 4 R 2102:45	 Nwe tail





?_193!56_ 24.98 -25	 _ _ 302	
_
355 334 5 R
2104:56 22.45 -19 303 347 333 6 R 5nar-upped -tams











2106:57 18.49 •11 321 316 7 R
16.69 -7 308
____	 _ _





-3 298210858 277 262 _ 9_R.__ _-_-_ 	 _..- --._-.-_-_ Level fl lyht___
268 253
_ _
(2109:20) Many glaciers; faint clouds
below
2109:58 8 R Glacier in T9
a0Iit:,




.. 323 6 R Diablo Lake to right nl
2111:15
2111:59 Milky cirrus above on harlmn (2112:07) Begin	 leg
2112:59 •4 121 205 2t4 6 L




















21 1 9:02 319 0
^ ^'-.- _ _293 211 260 7 R2: :O:U2 (2119:42)
	
leveling,
linlnq up for Leg
e3
197 289 243 2 L2121:03 (21.1:33) Appnaching
209 310 264	 1	 L Edge of Cascade 01a11e12122:03 16.07
(2122 4 0) Leave opposite

















Z12fi .OS 77	 du	 _ _ _ 18.4 __ 0F ?67	 3	 l	 1t._.	 t .__..
2127 05 1 9 09 -9 793 7	 4	 ;
2127.56
2118:56
21.70 -13 396 13	 L
368	 d L




23.41 -17 AM_ __
(129: 5t 24.74 20 _. 410 378
	 3 l
389
-4. L-2130.57 21 .70 d18
2131_:51




-_- - - 2131:58 -31 173 d10 377 3	 1
2133.58 31.07 -33 170 a14. 382 Seattle to right
31.99
-362131:59 169 425 344
32.`.:4% 13°`9 -37 168 42E IDI. a
17tl2736'.59 33.10 •dl 460 42a 3	 L
1 79 4752'3N:0, 33.17
____
2 !1137:IIC1 Uve. vt. Raw,,




	 comas us	 activ i ty ahead
II602 1 39-GC 178 48 
214-1 33.ic -t: ayJ at5
59
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR WPM DRIFT LOCATION TEPRAPI-CLOT	 COVER CO:JMENT8
UT TEMP WAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
Iw — —1 (M it) 1•0 (ftv.0 1Me1e) (%w.1 NW-1
2111	 01 33.09 -10 178 sm 170 7 L
2142:02 33.07	 + 'AI 111
2113:02 Soo 173	
4i
2111:02 199 170	 II l
2 t :115 ESL L_el1li^we build- e^1!:sit ----2115:03 33.9b 500 115_ -------	 _ _- - ------_ -_-	
_
112
	 "s22116:07 Cumulus tower In distance Try to W *M1. W-
der Cu tower to
cMCY of
IIy	 7:W 37.07 159 f10 1 S 1 ,_-
2118:01 117 SOS All 3 L Olen Colinble Oliver
Mt. Hoed left 11,245
214:65 110 09 782 1 L




Caurution logging throughout Caccada2151:56 -11 501 185 Mt. Jefferson frmt and
right at 2151:15 area; i.e. petchr, logprd ..rd mended
partirularly arotad Mt. Rainier and
2152:56
_._. _—  .__.
193.
2153:57
-- -_. (2151:15) 04	 JMfenon on2151:57 191 1	 L
_ r1	 t
S01 1972155:58 heading for vlgorimisi) developing Ci 	 Iws
tae, In 0-1
5022156:58 190 2 L
5072157:58 187 1	 L
1158:59 199 2 L
2159:5.
_ _ 401
Climb to top CWiw After flying tern




'I" nand to 37K
197 1	 L
2202:00 _ 198 185
_ _ __-
7	 c	 lonl	 at	 tlar	 d	 7K^^_
8sandim tr to of
p1)_ulmimbm
33.63 191 181tea:2:01
22 1:01 35.65 -42 171 159 No cirrus above at all; cirms under (2201:301 Th n&,-
aircraft. Mad visible on n-
der--net strong--
36.90 -IS 168 119
^.---.._-^—_-
8205:01 7i95:30Thin ci nvf -der
.
 plane
31.31 -17 173 1592ZJb:02
2207:02 37.28 -19 110 179 163 3 L
767 _-2208:03 •tl {51
—_—_ AM—cn i
_4 clpnl w bY11d-uY1209_03 38 :9 _ '10 188 _ 170 2L _
168 Edge of cur lus.
2210:18-Lu to 367












LHvi 	 Mo precipitation
_-
2212:01 36. Z6 -19 111 185 172 Y tide of Summer Lake O 1,-ding to go
under cloud
























Approachin	 cmlms-base at 20 K; coming
1 cur l.1
':2217:38) 200' below curlus--rain 2217:57 10.25 -12 307 385 387
;21 p:57 19 Al -10 303 355 - — _-	
-----------------
Under cwlua•bau at 19.5 K Verge under cloud-
' ^cfpltati pn laav-
366
In	 bau but not
roe-hi., ground.
wentWa y
2219:58 19.05 270 355 337 3 R
18.7b22?0'. SB 211 366 752
1211	 5a 11.;1 A :b9 379 360 (2221:18) 5a
	 r take m over Crater Lek!
left; take Apart also in
ri, nit.
at 16 K than onto
Lake It.. Y- 's 
ZZ22 59 16.65 -b 231 370' 3.2 Z k Lunn: Under <uwl^ y
 lei is 11.8 K
60




















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COYER COMMENTS
2223:59 15.01 -2 243 384 356 2 R (2224:20) Under a cell, base at 14.6 K.
2224:45	 Undo: -thar turbulent cell
2225:00 14.59 -1 210 351 331 3 R
2226:00 13.62 0 258 351 338 2 R
- -
Under scattered callus
2227:01 13.10 t3 274 33b 324 4 R -
ZM:01 12.78 N 2tt 1 361 330 3 R Still turbulent	 -
Z229:01 '2.60 s5 Z- 344 723 (2228:50) Crater Lake at
I]	 o'cl
2230:02 13.14 .4 339 130 0
2231:02
2132:03




2233:03 16.60 -2 176 2% 269 1 l leerade ananice soil
2234:04 15.54 177 291 265 Crater Lake Land/laka Lag 41
Z235:04 16.52 176 296 267 0 (2235:10) Late/land (2235 :34) Begin 1,
2236:04 16.53 -3 154 306 281 3 L f2235:341 K1aN4 	Lakethe target 
2237:05 15.81 2 148 341 319 2 L Under clouds
2237:55 14.31
E2P
330 301 3 L R. of Kl anatn Lake
2238:56 14.44 Z95 767
2239:56 14.38 300 2 L P-11.11ig lake
2240:56 14.39 1 301 268 1 R Over K1 aMath Lake 2240:20	 land/1
2241:57 14.40 ,1 306 (2241:40)	 lake/ir.d Conaway startsMari	 tin
2242:57 14.60 149 315 283 i	 L City at 2 o'clock
2243:58 r 5.22 -1 152 370 1 0 Rtcrawara-fast scan
2244:58 17.59 -3 177 358
F319
1 R
2245:59 20.10 169 354 0
2246:59 21.30 -12 178 381 355 1 Cumulus puffs at 2 0 'clock
2247:59 21.50 1	 -13 175 350 Clouds below
2249:00 21.40 167 385
2250:00
2251:01
-14 394 362 Mt. Shasta to riq,t --
1_ro
- -21.39 402 373
2252:01 21.37 411 383
2253:02 21.38 -15 173 414 2 R
2254:02 21.35 143 420 393 0 (2253:52) Conaway -
navigatin g
2255:02 21.34 152 421 3%
_
-y
2256:03 21.37 170 397 1 R
2257:03 21.35 424 402 0
2258:04 426 405 1	 R
2259:04 169 428 404
2300:05 -16 429 405 0
r-
Coontr side d i ar, More rolling -
2300:55 -15 430 403
2301:55 405 (2301:30) Crossing Sacra-
Memo River Cross SacraentoRiver severa l times
2302:56 -14 407 2302.	 ) Racro-sing river
2303:56 162 429 400
2304:57 21.34 161 401 1	 l	 I Red Bluff VORTAC
2305:57 21.35 4Z3 398
2305:57 21.50 425 3% 0
2307:58 21.43 -13 428 398 1	 L -
1308:58 21.41 164 396
2309:59 1 427 39'
2310:59 21.40 425 394 0
2312:00 393 1	 L Tuba City to left.	 '2312.401
_






^d,r a n,,, lm Fr lB rr,u
TIME
UT

















LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS















400 l ake tlerryes sa 2317 land/rater
Will d...M rapid-
1





2321:03 21.40 -13 155 427 398
2322:04 21.14
-it 157 433 405 0 & in descent
23:3:04 18.18 -e 166 418 391 2323:25	 Over Oakland
2324:05.D 15.40
:Z:
-1 16' 390 367
2325:05 13.30 .4 161 355 334
2326:05 11.42 1	 .9 158 331 310
2327:00 9.99 172 310 284
2328:00 8.30 .14 179 295 275 1	 R
2329:00 6.50 +18 765 285 263







261 0 Over San Jose





---- 148 (2333:30) To	 hddrn
End of Flight e8
1
62
not 9 car 17 -'/3 623c;63 -"'21!68
TIME
U.T






















































































1.97 269 1903:70	 - Over city
5.02 271 304 297
30_8
298
0ver dam in wohd hills
4.90 270 314 Pacific Coast/ocean
5.02 313 1906:45-Over	 stratocumulus	 -to s iK
ear ocean ahead. 	 No c ou s a ove



















8.51_ 15 273 322
34670.43 10 271 36C
TR-OTOer .arra	 on





































:0 -0 ea- skies above, distant stratus
below
21.81 .10 T











-17 256 440 452
1923:02 25.78
-19 259 442 455 Over ocean M clouds ^
1924:02 26.51 -21 258 448 460
iS?5:02 27.37 -22 257 453 Sbfi 241 mils to 38 0 N	 1300 W._ 7 924:40-Ao roachinc
	 stratocum,lus	 atches
-
1926:01 28.31 -26 256 460 465
ev 9atF	 for correct
from 740
0
 to 730° N
on the panel
1927:01 29.22
-28 464 4E7 1927:30-Over	 Straco<000lus
	 atche A ship at 9 o'clock
1928:00 29.90
-30 471 47C
1929:00 30.70 . 31 475 472 Leveling for 31K
1929:59 31.10 -33 480 479
1930:59 31.09 480 Weadin	 for 38' N,	 130' W
er c ouas aga7n-scat te,ed	 stratocumi us
increasingly thick	 in	 10 minutes
1931:59 31.07
1932:58 31.06 477 0
1933:58 31.05 484 479 _ 1	 R
1934:57 -34 432 477 0 20 min.	
f,!_ 
	 130° W
Stratocumi us	 t	 c	 nog now.
	 (1935:30)
Clouos'at'h	 new 6 will be for long	 e
-
1935'5 7 481 476
i1936:56 31.04 477 1936:45-Thicker p.t,hy stratocumulus
1937:56 31.03 259 476
1938:55 -33 256 48C 7	 R
1939:55 d81 472 J
1940:55 480 474 1	 R Growinc
	 stratocumulus	 patches, but Scat-
tered
	















mai of ng to	 leg al,
course correction

































TERRAIN -CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
1950:01
1951100













W	 which "d, I q 11
465 0
462 1. 1
l9S6:S7 271 480 460
1956:30-Nm at 38d N. IWO -ir
(1st ck.	 point)
496 mi. to 400 N.
1406 W
1957:57 272 462
Over thick stratocumulus. higher clouds
AM U mi., oistant
1958:57 479 459
1959:56 31.06 490 460
2000:56 478 457 2 R
2002:05 -35 273 480 458 1	 R 2002:28- Sun IIl int
2003:05 -34 465 0








Clear	 FTs`-.Ij-.7—.-2—,T.3 r.jars assoc
iatedwith were 
front 
to rt. &	 i—d of a/c
454 1	 R
Cfe-.r above and bel ow-sFo.l d l ast about
16 minutes
2009:02 478 453
2010:02 273 480 450 1
2011:01 272 481 449
2012:01 479 450
2013:00 487
2014:00 273 1480 452 Sun glint 33.,.Il140
	
offset it 3t)
2014:59 31,06 .35 1 447
2015:59 272 448 Cirrus wisps right and above a/c
and to be used for
navi
	 Lion fixga
2016:59 1 482 1449 2 A
2017:58 48I 447 1	 R
2018:58 448 3 R
2019:57 446 2 R
2020:57 31.07 482 449
2021:56 — 481 450 1	 R Ocean One —hr. —to140- W
2022:56 447 2 R Few scattered Sc beginning to show
2024:05 450 1	 R
2025:05 482 447 2 R
2026:04 481 449 Scattered clouds W ow
2027:04 483
2028:04 31.08 484 447 3 R
2029:03 482 _ 2 R High cirrus in 15 minute s
2030:03 31609 -36 481 446
2031:02
---
441 Cirrus tops 33-35K






2033:01 484 442 5 min. to cl m$
2034:01 482
2035:01 464 438 Ov er stratus and cirrus Cirrus in 3.5
2036:00
2037M 482 2037:30- Cirrus left and above
2037 :59 484 Under cirrus	 eem to Se at 30.3K
208,J9 _31.1U
11^352039: 6
____ _ 485 _ _
_ _ I R
---










2 R llr,.s to right
angle now
3
Lirrus above and &,6u;T^ ­cm si—e-W-
-surinq





























-35 272 _483 431
429 g F _3R__
p an CO	 scen
A t.- over c-lu,;
then 









1045:25-Opaque altocumulus lever belm
Over Ac-tops at_ 2_61( ,_ thicker ahead^_ ___
sore _ Fi rrv s ahead




2050:04 30.83 273 487
-
432 3 R Descendifll
2051:03 28.10
-_
-31 _229 484 434 2 L
2052:03 24. 44 135 470 491 15 L
2053:02 21.85 -18 _0i70 466 si 5 1	 L
2054:02 18.55 -13 _22L_ 455 498 2 1^ Clwd deck 300' balm
2055:02 17.88 -7 092 395 435
T7Y On top of deck




2058:00 16.91 -6 048 372 412 2 R
Start ISO- turn to
go back and pene-
trate
2059:00 16.81 270 1360 3i6 4 h
2059:59 15639 -8 261 391 338 1	 R
2100:59 14 * 65 4 269 380 326 3 R Bottim of cloud approximately 14.5K
2101:58 14.33 273 364 313







2103:58 15 * 64 -4 281 342 296
-
Climbin	 sli	 tI
2104 :57 15 * 80 -5 271 361 303 the climb





-6 266 356 303 4 R
2107:56 17 * 74 358 301
J187:20-90 miles fromN, 1400 W
2109:05 18.76 -10 269 1356 1 3
2110:05 19.25 -11 268 377 323 . g Sun glint
2111:04 19.91 -12 269 394 339 3 R
K.
climbing slightly
2112:04 20.90 -14 404 L ... ling off
2113:04 21.04 268 408 343
2114:03 1 404 341 12 R I
-ro2114:20Bken mi ddl e clood, t, rl ght.
c irrus above
	 *, te.
2115.03 21.01 00 335 3 R
? avers-s tratocumulus below,
high and low ci rrus
2116:02 395 334 Bank for correction






2119:01 387 326 4 R
2120:00 20,75 1	 271 375 315 15 R I Begin descent
2121:00 17.24 -9 155 402 394
_LL
2122:00 14mii -4 116 394 418 5 L
TTTwI`F_9 _STr0fTy_
to ge t over clouds
2122:59 14.67 -3 117 348 172 6 L




2124:58 15.00 -3 119 328 352 1n	 15K on ciWO to s
2125:56 .	 15.15 056 325 369 1	 v, netrate clouds
2126:57 _14.79 301 342 310 7 L
2127:57 15.00 -4 275 336 283 5 R
2128:56 14.48 299 347 1_Ll 8 R Claud tops apnxim ely 14.6K
2129:56 11.53 -1 304 390 369_ 7 R ZI 30:204ottoln of c1 Wds
2130:56 10.15 .3 278 3S4 317
2172:05 9.06 •1 270 343 302 R_6
-an	 raps
on ui nd 11.1d
2133:05 9.14 .5 257 311
_
264 5 R alt itude 9K ;1:01
 9K





2134!04 9.16 -4 323 312 318 8 R Mind 224 1/3 1 k"'s
2135:04 9.17 +5 089 316 353 5 L
2136:03 9.90 +4 153 300 Z86 10 L F uming . ,,der altocumulus
65
­ t 4 nnv 1/2 -113 fi/201,8-6121168 iContinued)
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR GROUND DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOW COVER COMMENTS
U.T TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
Iti - awl Iw MI (`C) (dagnwl (knout (knots) (.grow)
2137:03 Y.95 .2 IM 310 332 1 L T u	 lent
--- --- - rtc pi tat on on
2138:0: 10	 12 +I 089 303 333 4 L window of	 c
2139:02 10.48 096 300 32B Bank and cli b
2140:02 11.82 101 344 373
2141:01 14.11 -2 152 345 347
2142:01 15.18 268 331 277
2143:00 15.22 -3 294 326 286
LR










No	 c ng no	 c
2144:00 15.18 -2 295 318 280 Continuous clouds. cirrus ahead when passing thru
freezing lbyr
2144:59 15.22 -1 265 313 260 3 R
2145:59 15.36
-2 260 300 251
2146:58 15.65 -5 262 353 296 4 R
2147:58 17.16
-6 265 316 318
2143'45	 dSoil	 un	 rcest-art - wt	 cirrus
2148:58 18.50 -8 264 405 346 3 R above is t"uous
2149:57 20.31 -11 1 1	 417 357




2!51:56 23.93 - 16 314 411 390 2151:4641niform cirrostratus above correction
._
2152:36 - Roll 
out
2152:56 25.23 -19 035 415 455 3 R of bank
m o




2155:05 27.70 -24 438 483 4 R 2155:44-Altostratus-oltmoskulus rection tp right 
2156:04 28.87 -26 04u 745 493 3 R
2157:04 30.16 -30 446 491
2158:04 31.25 494 Still under cirrus shield
2159:03 32.06 454 498 Alto w4rUl still balm for CAR
2200:03 32.70
r-40
464 512 2 R Ascenn 700'1ain.
2201:02 33.43 470 515 3 R 2201.50-	 roachin	 base of cirrus
2202:02 34.56 041 471 511 1n cirrus
	 clearahead
2203:01 35.12 475 514
__
ope pTcTTa2-orer
2204:01 038 474 511 2204:40-Cirrus Wove in clearin g cirrus
2205:00 35.16 470 506 A
35.12 -42 037 460 501 4 R2206:00
2207:00 .43 047 503
2207:59 35.99 -45 048 455 492 1 5 R
ngs rg y. 80a
2208:59 36.60 -41 031 450 493 1 R turn for	 rosol
2209:58 36.48 -48 464 506
2210:58 37.21 341 450 463 6 R
2211:57 37.45
-50 245 448 376 3 L 2211:08-Clear above; clouds balm
cow
back i -to our ex-
haust; ciiab to 38K
for sun run
x oust
2212:57 37.39 -19 121 940 464 7 l to left
2213:56
-50 022 430 473 4 R
2214:56 36.72 280 432 371 5 R 2214:16-ln exhaust
rt	 c e	 r zw
2215:56 37.15 249 435 358 0 not opera t, ng
ro rl
+ at	 - servea3l at
2217:05 36.90 250 450 318 137°30 	 w to r1 ht pn radar_
onaway
2218:05 36.92 218 460 406 5 L serving islands to
rt.; would like a
fix for 1.SINK ago
37.15 212 467 413
_
2219:04
HAS -51 451, 3992220:04
222,:03Ao -52 448 391 6 L














-55 297 463 1 4. Tenuous cl rrus above
	 lane run 66 	 05	 solar low.
66








(•C! ldpranl, (knots) (nets) (doWaesl
2226:^m 39.Ei
-56 297 460 405 7 R





gyro t	 tca ez
2229:00 40.59 _ _ 401 2229:40-Tenuous cirrus around plane aircraft very stable
2229:59 40.66
-57 298 452 403
2230:59 40.88 396 7 R Clear above
t	 nqs wy_
2231:58 41.13 -5C 399 good run rematning;
rt.	 on 65	 ` 55'
2232:58
-59 455 400 8 R Uniform decks below for CAR
0o





2234:57 41.30 450 396
T	 r





gyro is very smooth.
After sun run
2236:56 455 402 10 R wilt turn to home
in area of jet
stream. Looking for
ppt. and for middle
clouds without C1
2237:56




picking it up either
2244:58





22A5:59 455 414 8 R
roe a^37w
2246:54 456 416 un cabin




2248:57 456 419 Cirrus and stratus below popause. Request
10 sec. longer
2249:57 458 422
2250:56 41.06 329 480 467 2250:30-End sun run
2251:56 40.80 -56 022 476 517 3  
2252:56 40.56 -57 076 478_ 534 2	 1
2254:05 39.60 091 484 557 4 L
Y ^n=mn n  lr
ca.. ra	 ^,t -^	 ng
-^Z—mera u^a 5t—•__
2255:05 39.32 486 560 5 L too .old.	 35	 IR
2256:04 483 4 L
_
Clouds belay 2255:54-Camera on
an eon more Coring
2257:04 39.61 484 5^1 radar for micro-
wave people for ppt.
ce11s
2258:0? 39'.5 482 555
2259:03 39.23 481 554
2300:02 39.21 479 552
et s




2302:01 093 477 546 4 L
_





2307:59 -56 477 541
2308:58 540
2309:58 478
2310:57 480 538 Thick clouds below
67






































576 535 3 L Thick clouds below
475






2323:02 39.23 476 533 Breaks in clouds betaw
2324:02 39.22 532
Z325:01 479 527 1	 L
2326:01 478 528 2 L
2327:00 39.23 482 526
2328:00 39.24 481 524
2328:59 ,482 523 3 L 1ala11 breaks in clads belay
2329:59 479 521 2 L
2330:58 480 3 L
2331:58 -58 481 518 4 L .6 stratus bela.
2332:58 39.25 480 517
_
Clear below; sun glint
2333:57 479 3 L
2334:57 478 516 4 L
2335:56 479 514 _ Above








39.16 1098 1475 512
39.27 -58 099 477 511
234x:03 478 Thin cirrus and Sc below
2344:03 479 509
2345:02 481 507 3 L
2346:02 506 4 L Cirrus xlow	 none above
234701 _ 484
2348:01 105 483 Clear below; sun glint
349:00 480
21!1
-56 108 478 ---- ----

















































































































0014:59 489 49t 2 L th i n clrrv s
0015:58 39.35 488 0 0015:30-13 m in.	 to coas t









472 471 2 L ,+Ih cirrus













38.56 L Clear bell	 hit, cads v lsibl, on ..ter





1M12iq ;g1 2.o clock_C
Ajg1 KIC26.98 -30 109 1 495 T488 I	 L
0028:03 23.30 -22 103 465 466 2 L Near Ukiah
n on
teamA bein, Omit




0030:02 22.95 -2U 098 400 399
0031:01 23.09 097 393 0031:30-Very near Ukiah lake to left
-
S.11
9032:01 23.18 099 _30 Passing to rt. of Clear Lake
0033:00 23.68 39b 391 t__
0034:00 23.89 405 399 0 clouds at lierryts-
Will 90 over 
center
lake then home.
0035:vU 24 * 07_ 096 420_
0035.59 23 * 76 099 445 439 1	 L
0036:59 24.16 102 441 441













































































































































r	 a	 un on
station 176 12
811 on 4 c	 r
1821:00 Tail
1821:46 0.00 •24 322 --•• -••• -•-- Lift off
1822:06 0105 '20 0
1822:56 1,36 031 200 211
1823:57 2,48 .22 120 148 246 _ 1824:10•Cmin	 peer ro nGint
1824:57 4.58 130 265 267 12 R
182S:07 -•-- ---• 124 -••-
----
1 R
1825:58 6.10 121 119 278 2 Over c4ty
1826:08 6.31 122 280 291 2 R
1826:58 7.52 ,18 120 315 718 0
1827:39 ••- •--- 110 _--- ---- 1 R Mer mountains
1821:59 9.23 096 330 331
1828:59 10.91 -12 070 347











311 No clouds in area
1830:10-Cpming to
L. Berr tsa
1832:00 15.14 •6 312 375 390 4 R
























-11 319 389 d R
ar	 s rg KaT.^on^8_
on the left
183B 03 23.52 -13 307 401 372 5 R
.._..





1839:03 24.40 -18 119 388 16 R Skies cle,r all	 aroun d












26.54 •21 302 441 420 5 R
184305
1844:05
27.54 42 301_ 439 116 6 R Over L,ke Berr^esda	 _ 184255_L and ate, -
28.49 -26 417 3 p Mater/land















5 P Clear lake to right (runt
r rorr,F
YOP.TIIC:are now 30






























































9Tf r . F{S if it DRln____-____- Land/P4Ci/iC Ocean; clod, skid, ,Dove 8 Dal
______










white caps 6n the .,.an
70
Fright in Oay 173 6/21/68
	 i (m ti rued)
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR GROUND DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
UT TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
Inr min te[1 la 111 PCI (dag-0 Unat+l pnohl I4egraaa)
1903:03 31.10 31 300 41s 474 2 R
1904.03 473 3 R
1905:04 911
1906:04 472
1906:55 176 (bunt shast • 	+ O'cluc]
M SK ^Nn-TT
19117:55 466 2 R Snell	 Sc to left, clear othem 4 se ahead. Smoke Tram
t lgarelte picked up
an	 atometer
1%8:55 3 R
1909:56 299 2 R
-- -






1912:S r -37 300 113 462
2991913:57 465 457 3 R
1914:58 300 464
1915:58 W. 465 460 AR Frontal clouds in Mar distance





1917:59 470 463 trace of precipita-
nm f!r tao mi.
31.13 2991918:59 465





467 -	 -	 —__1922:01 3 R
- ---- ---- ----- prwc
	
























- II over a/c at 1930:50
1W.30— over middle ^:owd lays




:16-,ver - tTi'.I- JFC x t.
1932:05 -38 417 Ci	 in distance, lomar 1 middle clouds gat- under IOC, maybe 2C
tir_^Lhicktr
1933:05 31417 -37 443 6 R
-36 4461933:56 Yiz s of cirrus 500 ft. above
1934:56 115 7 R
1935:56 31.18 . 35 444 6 R
1936:57 -36 298 446 7 R
--
- -





-31 299 477 445 8 w Headed for 45'35'N.	 170'M stM tus oeI a+.	 Th1n C1 above at 770
1938:58 -35 447 7 R
1939:58 .34 298 470 446 8 R Increa. 4og thick U above
n on
1940:58 299 447 c wra is smoking•
=t to 40 vertical
Wt too heavy due
to fuel
1941:59 473
1942:59 31.20 -35 298	 1 470 443 9 R
e	 aura	 kou	 dr	 -t	 c
1944:00 -34 296 472	 1 447 Oi above
e 
 andsurrduItd
a	 !. at tptunw 1 YS be I OM -PP
1945:00 3I.
-
V i75 445 Iorder in cirr us
1946:00 .36 477 443 8 w
1947:01
-J5 445 9 R
194R^01 295 411_ 10 R
r_,.,	 I+ e s o f	 clo o. Wlpm







t- to 9D over
0 overa+r t.^es a ova, a tT aywmlu5 be low.	 R-
alto Cu aacvt 25r
Ac	 deCl. { CMCk
t	 l bottom height
1951:03 -36 25= .38
.37195.:03 253 1'	 G
31.16 i R1953:03
i-54.04 31.17 ..- 454 ..
it
TIME T ALT AIR MAG AIR GWAW DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN - CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
UT I TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE(K 11 1 ('c ) (d.,.W fannn ft M.) (OW.W
to51955. 30 10 .34 119 10 1955,24-Typ of Cloud dock at 27.2t
1956 ',5 2 7.71 -jo IN 4FU 472 91,
M7:05 27.Z5 26 150 440
T%Tz--gvgIwscont thru CIDW. -
1	 deck at 23.58
Tml
19 8:05 2601 215 130 a)$ 9 L
I L1961isbk- J^3.10. ^ 1____ ---
1959:56 23.26 -19 2
34
36 7 4 L tun to retrace
MAUI. -
io R2000M -18 _Aiks 00 anoher descentt
2001:57 ZIAS 292 1 410 387
2002:57 17.96 -11 431 407 a R
OW :56 16.26 -7 400 349 Still 10	 Iau"
ZM:58 12.46 -2 2% .3 73
2w6:00 ---- ---- 2" .... I .... 9 R
005: 58 10.39 0 016 370 1 411 2 R
-
2006;59 7.92 .2 2 3%
2007:60 6.39 .6 ^^6 324 6 L two ImI s fw.4.7K WnYMtlt and on
daft nine
Rmr altivar-
2009:00 4.64 •8 126 316 jil now U
1010:00 2.64 -10 129 312 317 5 L
2011:00 1.90 -11 310 307 2011:40 350'-cm M ktits CA"
2012:01 0.29 .12 NX M 4 L WA 
Inte
l" Clio




240 N1 293 10




292 370 342 7 a in ral". URadara-
dicat" rain all
grww
2017:03 13031 0 339 A_R
2016:03 15.11 375 345
Ice cryst4T	 ping
02
2019:04 16.90 -7 395 360 7 R
18.60
-9 294 405 387 6 R2020;04 W.I.. out !RIR
06 20 * 50 -11 295 382 9 R
back 0.	 C




-Li-IL-17 311 412 6 A_2202-0-5
2023:56 23.43 •19 050 420 182 3 L


















2028:58 771 425 .371_ 6 4









2031:59 23.78 -19 279 435 410 9 A okay no.
2033r00 25.48 -20 290 433 407 10 1
?_031; 00 _zLiL __24 432 400 2031:60-	 chin batten of cirrus---
2035: 00 91 R Thick area of cloves arou
nd
_31 2035AI.I. cirM2016_:01 30.51 ZW





da ta for wit Cu t
_28? 4K
07039 '03 31 '3. 47'
2040:.3 31.39 477 r467
72
TIME ALT AIR NAG AIR ORIET LCCRTION TE'RRAMI-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
UT TEMP NEAO SPEED SPEED ANGLE
in, 11 >r1 iw MI :YI Iepnri lew•ral I-) lMri
10 12 K taps on cloud deck below. 	 Breaks CAR 6 wicraware okay. 	 1
2041:03 11.33 -38 282 48;- 415 70 R -	
_






9 R2013:04 481 443 Chan	 nariy. eiln
2046:29 31.24 290 470 437
t ng
•'016:54 31.25 .39 465 434 8 R Clouds still wultrhaze but breaking away to go bad thrufront rather then
go West	 brdberg
mould like everyone
to Check for white
Cap& Men they CM
SK through
2048:05 31.27 460
2%9:05 31.26 -10 1 R
2049:56 31.25 371 439 5 R
ass
	 -c	 ness.
2050:56 062 ups visible on left
26.137 31.26 141 437 7 L _ _
crosSrng
2062:57 31.31 149 470 432 front shortly-an
occlusion
2051:57 31.30 1 150 433 8 L I
re
7054:58 434 war n. in about 15-20
ti- in
2055:58 31.28 465 430 9 L
C	 says a uy
:056:59 31.26 -39 427 uintain 31.OK;
left bank to bead
bad across front.
2057:59 31.30 -36 119 463 462 10 L
2059:00 31.28 -39 460 459
ng	 n o Dos -
2100:00 463 462 tion	 for sun run
2101:00 465 465
2102:00 31.26 469
2103:01 31.28 4711 475
2104:02 475 1	 11	 L
2105:02 31.30 -38 477 474 12 L Solid clouds below
Z105:00-Wast OF
lrant. Yitl	
toIB0. in B wen. for
10 win. sun run
e• heading
21%:02 31.28 -37 475 475 then will turn to
cross the front on
return le hue_
2107:03 120 470 474 Pcssibly cirru. Mead
2108:03 119 476 10 L 2108:54- in cirrus
2109:04 31.30 IN 468 473 11	 L
2110:04 31.29 119 465 474
2111:05 31430 470 475 10 L
2112:05 478
2113:05 32.78 -38 116 455 472
2113:56 33.22 .40 114 460 485 Mae cirrus
Z114:56 °J -41 078 529 5 l 6oin	 closer to f ont
2115:57 34.88 -42 008 458 518 5 R
_ _
Clc..ds thick below
2116:57 35.17 -44 291 458 424 i0 R
2117:58 35.65 -45 281 155 400
--




2119 58 3E.20 276 170 106 Solid CIO-ids Detow ration 66`25'	 2120:
00 Solar elera aon
I 66'00





Flight 'O Vas 1/3 6121115 8 (Continued)
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR GROUND DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN -CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
UT TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
N mm —) 1. 19 Po i (deg,ass) iknats! (knots) idg—)
2123.00 36.15 -47 279 406___ --IiR_--	 -----------
High cirrus probably over occluded
,124 00 36.14 279 12 R f runt Solar elev. . W25'
40736.1-5
2126:01 455 405 thing to rt. N-NE.
75 m,.	 away.	 I.-
di[atin	 cells
-
21 27:01 36.12 -49 450 407 photographing
clouds we will	 go
over at end of the
I.. 
run
2128:02 36.13 -48 401
' j0Z8:47-E b 
d ... 
run
C louds to r t .	 re
I. military
restricted  area, s
we'll go to edge &
hope for cells
2129!02 36.15 -47 13 R Solid clouds below
2130:03 36.14 -46 302 441 391 ll	 li
2131:03 36.16 -47 024 447
2132:04 36.19 -48 098 470 5 L
2133:04 36.17 -47 124 450 444 12	 L
2134:04 134 455 434
2135;05 -43 463 443
2136:05 465 442
2136:56 36.18 -48 441 11	 L
I —rilg coma l u, a ead. Upkq^. .1.uds to PrecipitatT_.V_._uT
21:7.56 -49 136 444 12 L S W	 of restricted military right. Still over cirrus but getting thine i spotted he" before
area Heading for precipitation cells counts going upfrom	 to 300
AS cirrus drops










2140:57 36.16 460 439




2144:59 36.09 202 455 392 11	 L to head for strong
cells: strong pp.
on radar 25 mi.head
2145i59 36.21 204 457 391
2147,00 36.22 — 458 381 5 L 2146:20-Uniform cloud deck bel ow
Wil l 	 be of f 	LI	 deck	 In Z or 3 minutes.
2148:00 36.21 191 460 385 Hi 	 ^	 As are behind us
21149.01 36.20 463 384
21_S. 01 386
2jm 02 -50 387 ve_r_ pre[ Tp_T_tous_cTo_uJ_s .	 wward clouTs-are opaque
2152:0 2 -49 415 E _ 388
2LS3 02 ­ 50 185 464 392 -------- A. V Inten ded
 mue
-49._ _0 1 8_6 k63 3922154:03
_7M'X-1ta_rf
21 55:03 393 cent for 4K.
2156.04 34,66 -48 453
2157:04 30.70 -40 130 475 485 1b
2158:05 217.6.0 - 32 106 465 436 7 L
26.5K-tops of clouds. 24-TY-bottom —ol'—
21 59:05k 2517, -27 10E 440 466 6 L layer.	 Another layer below
427 456H _22.38 -20
223i ' oe 18.99 -16 104 451 5 L
-COT-OT-cToud-i—ay—er—;2-2-60-^=
In	 layer;	 18.2k bottom of I.q.,
2202:56 14.15_
_- 5 _ _ 106 395 416




look bri ht on TY
45i / 4
1—
­ ck 07  — ba56 36C 376 course -didn 't [u rnrp' 
Wy	 round"I, t
i me
349 3 t b 5	 L Over	 st,at., deck
74
li oht 10 Dav 173 6/21168 (Continued)
TIME ALT AIR MAG AIR 001110 DRIFT LOCATION TERRAIN-CLOUD COVER COMMENTS
U.T TEMP HEAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
Ib min wrcl IN ft) ('C) i"woew (knots) Iknolai (dsWm)
-- Contrail	 to right
2207:59 2.98 .12 106 330 357 2 L and above us.
2208:59 2.97 104 335 365 _ 41
220959
-_
v14 106 341 370
_.
n9 s 1 9	 Y
2211:00 3.62 •12 105 375 398 2 L to Conserve fuel.
will go down thn
stratus. than 01s1b,
u.
212:00 6.85 +11 106 368 385 4 L Clear ocean ahead
2213:01 5.69 •10 330 341 3 L
Over war-1.91C cloud top, 1.3N Second lave
2214:01 2.09 -12 107 350 2 L feet cloud base- mll a few white caps
2215:02 00.95 106 29 300 3 L
2216:02 0 44 321 321 2 L





2217:02 0.48 323 1 Sun glint
ng into
2218:03 0.16 322 325 1	 L clear skits
2219:03 1.30 317 357 Ikiffore ocean bala-no white CAP S Hndlne taearMo/fett
2220:04 3.72 •13 369 3?8 0
2221:04 6.31 ell 360 369 1	 L
22U:91 a.35 +9 Ill 370 383 2 L





2223:55 11.57 v3 122 370 368
2224:56 11.27 e2 130 375 385
2225:56 11.25 ii 242 380 370 6 l
2SS-Z6--£an see ex-
Must tc our rt;
Sun glint trail disappearedfast; bank a Cor:
stint 30°
2226:57 .3 337 377 376
2227:5; +1 084 380 370 1 Doppler not egrkin
2228:58 0 119 405
---- ----




2229:58 14.56 124 ---- ---- Clear below;	 sun olint v
2030:58 17.65 -4 130 402 ---- ---- 2230:2.'-Land on left
	 J
2231:59 19.73 -10 129 416 --- - --
-	 most to coast;
cross N „f Ukiah 90RTAC;
__
headina fo r Fortuna
2232:59 29.81 -12 419
---- ---- ^_
2214:90 23.75 -18 421 --- --- 2234:45-About 50 mi. f-
__
2234:10-Natchino
coast for chinge in rater
rou hens
2235:00 25.69 -21 437 ---- --- be over L. Berryessa
2236:01 2i.55 -25 440
2237:01 29.37 -30 445
---- ----
2238:01 31.96 -33 448 ---- ----
31.06 -36 134
----2235:02 480 ----
--- -- out	 u	 v b o
2240:02 31.28 -38 141 485 5 n. iles from coast Mount Shasta
2241:03 31.15 141 490 ---- ----
2242:03 31.12 ---- ---- 2242:50-water gett i_g rougher
31.10 480 ---- ----2243:04
31 ; 09 142 475  ---- ate 116.d	 2244:482244:04
477 ____ Over mouth of Eel River2245:04 141 ---.
2246:05 31.10 _ 129 d8p	 _ ---- ----
Over rmFo rtuna. Calif. and
Rohnervi11	 Airport Farmland,cit wooded mountainsY. airport and `
6 L _ Following Eel River 	 _ Mcoded hills 6 river=47:05 _	 _ 370 Doppler working._
? L 0_r r_i_ver2248_8 31_09_ .2d 479
31.08
wooded mountains
2249..: 481 1	 L
a	 n9 AiE-5' no
response; wi 1^ 90
to 24K after
Berr	 ssa
_2i0:57 31.09 2 L
31.08
a.'-
4 L Hate la er 1k. 2 o'clock2251:57
71L24 3 L
_
725: '.SA 37.07 -37
..
__-___._
2253:58 5l  Rug eedd _mountains and ri gr divert ove r ocean
3 L2.06254:59 37 1
75
1.: !!,. 171 6;21168	 ­—)





WAD SPEED SPEED ANGLE
In ; •C) "Ww lkao4l N..") law—)





t.m and go North-
d
12 5,59 31^0 36 430 Wooded rqqed ­tiii n s
Z258:00 470 434 2257 : 38 Over q— ­t.i-
475 438 Over Fort BI.W, Calif.2259 00 _ 31.08 L..d/—th -ter
2_300,01
- - 432 -




2 30'2:02 240 478 439 2 R White caps all around now Nordberg calibrat.
Ing
2303:02 477 437 1	 R












brim	 blank back to
for CU
2306;03 31.73 -38 342 475 487
*we
2307-04 31.65 059 473 494 2	 L 53* again for Nord-
barg
31.53 064 507 1	 L2308:04 484
2309,05 3110 491 516 4 L 2309:10-many Alt. cw balm
2310:05 31 * 11 490 513 1	 L
2310:55 31.10 611 0 2311:48-Over WeWort, Calif. Ocean/land
2311:56 520 1	 L 15 win. to L. Orr m,.
2312:56 491 521 0
rnrog up2313:57 31.04 -37 109 506 4 L 2313:06-Clear Lake ahead with Clear Lake
.head
I ^Iel
2314:57 31.09 120 487 500 2314:27-Over juncture of rivers
H:ze &I I arwrid -ae'r e j.,t on top oT , —t
2315,57 122 1 489 1 498 haze over Beminessa but no clouds
2316.58 488 1 503 3 L Over river
121 490 502 4 L H­ ge tting Nicker
120 491
-J5ql
5 L Over green --t.ins.
2319:59 126 492 503 North of Clear Lak e 93° F o,i Qround
2321:00 1311 490 498 1 L Over Cache Creek Over river
C-_ seers ph.to r
322:00 71.01 130 492 697 5 L
i 
ng 4 shoulo
seem. hue la	 rs




29.27 -33 1 465 1 494 4 L 2324:28-Over islands in lake




.90 -30 189 492 n.t korkin g
Over N.p., Calif.	 right, I
-, 2 1 C^2
4.10L_ ^ 195 448
---- 'o"-' " 
1,1^^nto City at —It—er large river
2 24.10 -21 196  —
th of 	 Pjker to
- left-Over Pablo Bay Over water
23.65 -20 195
-i51 ---- Berk ev to left
2330 45-Golden Ga te
2^ 03 21.90 -17 183 443 ---- 2330:45-S.n Franci sco 	left
on T 
v
2331,- 16.41 -8 426 ---- ---- Over Golden Gate Bridge Oke, water
•2
—
1. 40 Over coastal stratus
2313
130 370 Over water, sun glint2	 4- 0 5 10.97 -7
23 34;56 103 317
2335,	 uaterllald
7 i3:335	 1 228 293
b 6.96 _ _ 15 086 282 Over wooded knountain, 2336:20	 to left
5. 2 1 It OK 271 ----
'7 3. _74 21 094 250 Small	 lake at left--Over residential area
2 339 :07-Ne, dry f ields (233TFT^	 e ^­ me -
33^^:ie 15 23
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